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Abstract

In rational conformal field theory, a main conjecture is that the (unitary) mod-
ular tensor category associated to a (unitary) vertex operator algebras (VOA)
V is equivalent to the one associated to the corresponding conformal net AV

[Kaw15, Kaw18]. In [Gui21a], we gave a systematic treatment of this conjecture
by introducing the notion of categorical extensions of conformal nets. One major dif-
ficulty encountered in that article is to prove the strong braiding of smeared inter-
twining operators of V .

In this article, we develop a theory of unbounded operators in categorical ex-
tensions of conformal nets, and show that strong braiding follows from some other
conditions which are much easier to verify. As an application, we prove the equiv-
alence of unitary modular tensor categories of V and AV for the following exam-
ples: all WZW models, all even lattice VOAs, all parafermion VOAs with positive
integer levels, type ADE discrete series W -algebras, their tensor products, and
their regular coset VOAs.

In the case of WZW models, our work together with [Fin96] solve the long-
standing conjecture that given a simple Lie algebra with positive integer level, the
unitary modular tensor categories associated to the corresponding affine Lie alge-
bra, quantum group at certain roots of unity, and loop group conformal net are
equivalent.

0 Introduction

Conformal nets and vertex operator algebras (VOAs) are two major mathematical
axiomatizations of two dimensional chiral conformal field theories (CFTs). In the con-
formal net approach, chiral CFTs are formulated and studied under the framework
of algebraic quantum field theory [HK64, Haag96] which relies heavily on the meth-
ods of operator algebras and especially Jones subfactor theory [Jon83, Lon89, Lon90].
VOAs originate from the study of Moonshine conjecture and infinite dimensional Lie
algebras [FLM89, Bor92], and are deeply related to modular forms [Zhu96] and the
moduli spaces of algebraic curves [TUY89, FB04, DGT19a, DGT19b]. The reason for
such differences in the two approaches can be explained partially by the fact that con-
formal nets describe CFTs on Lorentzian spacetimes, whereas VOAs Euclidiean space-
times. Despite such differences, one has many similar and parallel results in the two
approaches; see [Kaw15, Kaw18] for an overview.

Tensor categories (cf. for example [BK01, EGNO15]), which relate rational CFTs
with 3d topological quantum field theories (first observed in physics by Witten
[Wit89]) in a mathematically rigorous way [Tur94], play an important role in the rep-
resentation theories of conformal nets [FRS89, FRS92, KLM01] and VOAs [Hua05a,
NT05, Hua08b]. Moreover, many similar results in the two approaches can be formu-
lated in terms of tensor categories. Therefore, it is desirable to establish a framework
under which one can systematically relate conformal nets and VOAs and their repre-
sentation tensor categories.

The first important progress on this problem was made by Carpi-Kawahigashi-
Longo-Weiner in [CKLW18]. Using smeared vertex operators, the authors of
[CKLW18] gave a natural construction of a conformal net AV from a sufficiently nice
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(i.e. strongly local) unitary simple VOA V , and proved that many familiar unitary
VOAs satisfy these nice conditions. Their ideas were later generalized by the author
to the intertwining operators of VOAs to prove the unitarity of the braided tensor
category RepupV q of unitary V -modules [Gui19a, Gui19b, Gui19c], and to prove the
unitary equivalence of RepupV q with the braided C�-tensor category RepfpAV q of du-
alizable (i.e. finite-dimensional) AV -modules [Gui21a]. As an alternative to smeared
vertex operators, in [Ten19a, Ten19b, Ten19c], Tener used Segal CFT [Seg04, Ten17]
to relate V and AV , and proved many similar results as well as new ones. Most re-
markably, he gave in [Ten19c] the first systematic and complete proof of the complete
rationality of the conformal nets associated to unitary affine VOAs and type ADE dis-
crete series W -algebras.

Equivalence of braided C�-tensor categories

In this article, we continue our study of the equivalence of braided C�-tensor cat-
egories RepupV q � RepfpAV q initiated in [Gui21a]. The techniques in this article al-
low us to finish proving the long-standing conjecture that unitary affine VOAs and
their conformal nets have equivalent modular tensor categories. Moreover, our ap-
proach is general enough to be applied to many other examples including lattice
VOAs, parafermion VOAs, and type ADE discrete series W -algebras.

One of the main unsolved problems in [Gui21a] is proving the strong braiding of
smeared intertwining operators. To be more precise, we have shown in [Gui21a] that if V
has sufficiently many intertwining operators satisfying

(a) polynomial energy bounds,
(b) strong intertwining property,
(c) strong braiding,

then RepupV q is equivalent to a braided C�-tensor subcategory of ReppAV q. Although
these three conditions are expected to hold for all rational unitary chiral CFTs, the
condition of strong braiding is much more difficult to prove than the other two. In
[Gui21a], the only method for proving strong braiding is to show that sufficiently
many intertwining operators satisfy linear energy bounds (see section 2.1 for the pre-
cise definition), which is NOT expected to hold even for all unitary affine VOAs. As
a consequence, in [Gui21a] we were not able to prove the equivalence of tensor cat-
egories for type BDEF affine VOAs. This difficulty is completely resolved in this
article: we show that strong braiding follows from polynomial energy bounds and the
strong intertwining property, i.e. that (a) and (b) imply (c). See theorem II for more
details. Consequently, we are able to prove RepupV q � RepfpAV q for a huge number
of examples including all WZW models and their regular cosets. The more precise
statement is the following:

Theorem I. Let V be a (finite) tensor product of the following unitary VOAs:

• Unitary affine VOAs Llpgq.
• Discrete series W -algebras Wl1pgq of type ADE.

• Unitary parafermion VOAs Klpgq.
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• Lattice VOAs VΛ.

Then the following are true:

(a) V is completely unitary (cf. section 2.4), and RepupV q is therefore a unitary modular
tensor category.

(b) Any Wi P ObjpRepupV qq is strongly integrable, the �-functor F : RepupV q Ñ
RepfpAV q (defined in section 2.4) is an equivalence of braided C�-tensor categories, and
the conclusion in corollary 2.5.8 (about strong braiding) holds verbatim for V .

(c) AV is completely rational.

Moreover if V is a unitary sub-VOA ofU which is also a tensor product of the above unitary
VOAs, and if V c (the commutant of V in U ) is regular, then V c satisfies (a) (b) (c).

Strong braiding of smeared intertwining operators

The strong braiding of intertwining operators is a generalization of the strong local-
ity of vertex operators [CKLW18] and the strong intertwining property of intertwining
operators [Gui19b]. We now explain the meaning of these notions.

Let us assume that V is a unitary simple VOA. Let Y pv, zq be the vertex operator
associated to the vector v P V . For any f P C8pS1q one can define the smeared vertex
operator

Y pv, fq �
¾
S1

Y pv, zqfpzq dz
2iπ

�
» 2π

0

Y pv, eiθqfpeiθq � e
iθ

2π
dθ (0.0.1)

which is indeed a (pre)closed operator on H0, the Hilbert space completion of V . (Note
that since V is unitary, as a vector space V has an inner product.) Moreover, V is inside
the domain of any (finite) product of smeared vertex operators. 1

Smeared vertex operators always satisfy weak locality, which means that if I, J are
disjoint (non-dense and non-empty) open intervals of the unit circle S1, and if u, v P
V, f P C8

c pIq, g P C8
c pgq, then rY pu, fq, Y pv, gqs � 0 when acting on any vector inside

V . However, to construct a conformal net AV from V , one needs the strong locality (of
vertex operators), which means that for the above u, v, f, g, the von Neumann algebras
generated by Y pu, fq and by Y pv, gq commute. (In this case, we say that the (pre)closed
operators Y pu, fq and Y pv, gq commute strongly. Weak commutativity does not always
imply strong commutativity by the celebrated example of Nelson [Nel59].)

One can generalize the notion of strong locality to smeared intertwining operators.
Assume V is regular (equivalently, rational and C2-cofinite [ABD04]), which corre-
sponds to rational chiral CFTs in physics. We also assume that V is strongly unitary,
i.e. any V -module admits a unitary structure. An intertwining operator of V is a
“charged field” of V . More precisely, if Wi,Wj,Wk are unitary V -modules, then a type

1This fact, together with the weak locality mentioned below, relies only on the fact that the n-point
correlation functions formed by products of vertex operators are rational functions. I thank Sebastiano
Carpi for pointing out this to me.
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�
Wk

WiWj

�
(written as

�
k
i j

�
for short) intertwining operator Y associates linearly to each

vector wpiq P Wi a multivalued function Ypwpiq, zq on z P C� � C � t0u whose values
are linear maps from Wj to the “algebraic completion” of Wk.(See [FHL93] for the rig-
orous definition.) We say that Wi is the charge space of Y . Let Hi,Hj,Hk, . . . be the
Hilbert space completions of Wi,Wj,Wk, . . . . Then one can define the smeared inter-
twining operator in a similar way as smeared vertex operator, except that the smeared
intertwining operator depends not only on the smooth function f P C8

c pIq supported
in an interval I , but also on a choice of (continuous) argument function argI of I (equiv-
alently, a branch of I in the universal cover of S1). We call rf � pf, argIq an arg-valued
function. Then for any wpiq P Wi and for any rf , we have a (pre)closed smeared inter-
twining operator Ypwpiq, rfq mapping from (a dense subspace of) Hj to Hk. Note that a
vertex operator is a special kind of intertwining operator. Then the smeared intertwin-
ing operator Ypwpiq, rfq and the smeared vertex operators Yjpv, gq, Ykpv, gq associated to
the vertex operators Yj, Yk of the unitary V -modules Wj,Wk satisfy the weak locality:
if the supports of rf and g are disjoint, then the weak intertwining property

Ypwpiq, fqYjpv, gq � Ykpv, gqYpwpiq, fq

holds when acting on Wj . If for any rf, g, v this commutative relation holds “strongly”
in the sense of the commutativity of the associated von Neumann algebras, then we
say that the charged field Ypwpiq, zq satisfies the strong intertwining property. (See
section 2.3 for details.) More generally, one can study the weak and strong locality of
two smeared intertwining operators, which are called the weak and strong braiding
of intertwining operators in our paper. (See section 2.5). Moreover, weak braiding
is always true and not hard to show,2 while strong braiding requires more difficult
techniques to be proved.

By saying that Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded, we mean roughly that there exists
n P N such that the smeared intertwining operator Ypwpiq, rfq is bounded by Ln

0 for
each rf . (See section 2.1 for details.) If Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded for each vector
wpiq, we say that Y is an energy-bounded intertwining operator. We say that V is
strongly energy-bounded if the vertex operators associated to all unitary V -modules
are energy-bounded. We say that V is strongly unitary if each V -module admits a
unitary structure. The following main theorem of this article implies theorem I.

Theorem II (Main theorem). Let V satisfy condition B of section 2.4, which is equivalent to
the following: Let V be a strongly unitary and strongly energy-bounded simple regular VOA.
Assume that V is strongly local. Assume that FV is a set of irreducible unitary V -modules
tensor-generating the category ReppV q of V -modules. Suppose that for each Wi P F there is
a non-zero quasi-primary vector wpiq

0 P Wi such that for any unitary intertwining operator
Y with charge space Wi, Ypwpiq

0 , zq is energy-bounded and satisfies the strong intertwining
property. Then the following are true.

2We have only proved this when the intertwining operators are energy-bounded (see theorem 2.5.3
or [Gui21a] theorem 4.8). Although all intertwining operators of unitary regular VOAs are expected to
be energy-bounded, so far we do not have a general proof of this fact. However, we will prove the weak
braiding in a future work without using the energy bounds condition.
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(1) The category RepupV q of unitary V -modules is a unitary modular tensor category
(Thm. 2.4.1).

(2) There is a (naturally defined) fully faithful �-functor F : RepupV q Ñ ReppAV q (Thm.
2.4.2) such that RepupV q is equivalent to a braided C�-tensor subcategory of ReppAV q under
F (Cor. 2.5.5).

(3) Energy-bounded smeared intertwining operators satisfy strong braiding (Cor. 2.5.8).
In particular, they satisfy the strong intertwining property (Rem. 2.5.9).

Roughly speaking, the assumption on intertwining operators is that V has suffi-
ciently many intertwining operators that are energy-bounded and satisfy the strong
intertwining property. Part (1) of this theorem is not new and follows essentially
from [Gui19a, Gui19b]. Part (2) claims the equivalence of braided C�-tensor struc-
tures. (Note that the unitary ribbon structure is uniquely determined by the braided
C�-tensor structure.) Part (3) claims the strong braiding.

Main idea of the proof

Let us explain the main idea of proving parts (2) and (3) of theorem II. We first
compare this theorem with the main result of [Gui21a], which says roughly that the
assumptions of theorem II, together with (3), imply (2). Thus, the main improvement
of theorem II is that part (3) (strong braiding) is now a consequence but no longer an
assumption.

The main idea in [Gui21a] is the following. For the conformal net AV and any rep-
resentations Hi,Hj , for suitable ξ P Hi and η P Hj “localized” in disjoint arg-valued
intervals rI, rJ , one has fusion product ξ b η, written as Lpξ, rIqη and also as Rpη, rJqξ.
Lpξ, rIq and Rpη, rJq describe the left and right actions of ξ, η on Hj and Hi respectively.
Moreover, for the vectors ξ, η considered in [Gui21a], the left and the right (linear) op-
erators Lpξ, rIq, Rpη, rJq are bounded operators and satisfy braid relations which capture
the braided C�-tensor structure of ReppAV q. On the VOA side, the (smeared) inter-
twining operators of V also record the braided C�-tensor structure of RepupV q. To
show that RepupV q and ReppAV q are compatible, we relate the smeared intertwining
operators of V with the left and right operators. Unfortunately, the smeared intertwin-
ing operators are often not bounded. [Gui21a] addresses this issue by taking polar
decompositions of smeared intertwining operators and relating the partial isometry
parts (the phases) with the bounded L and R operators. To establish such a relation,
one has to first prove that the phases of smeared intertwining operators also satisfy
nice braid relations, which relies on the strong braiding of intertwining operators.

Different from the above approach which first takes polar decompositions and then
relates bounded linear operators, in this article we relate (possibly) unbounded closed
operators directly. To be more precise, we loosen the conditions on ξ, η which yield
unbounded closed left and right operators L pξ, rIq,Rpη, rJq. These L and R operators
satisfy the strong intertwining property and (more generally) the strong braiding, and
the phases of these operators give (bounded) L andR operators. Using the polynomial
energy bounds and the strong intertwining properties of V -intertwining operators,
one can relate the smeared intertwining operators of V with the L and R operators
of AV since weak braiding is satisfied on both sides. Therefore, as L and R satisfy
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strong braiding, so do the smeared intertwining operators of V .
Note that part (3) of theorem II also claims that if sufficiently many intertwining

operators of V are energy-bounded and satisfy the strong intertwining operators, then
the strong braiding holds not only for these intertwining operators, but also for any
other ones satisfying only polynomial energy bounds. In particular, the strong in-
tertwining property will be a consequence of polynomial energy bounds. This result
generalizes [CKLW18] theorem 8.1, which says that all the vertex operators of V sat-
isfy strong locality if sufficiently many quasi-primary fields satisfy polynomial energy
bounds and strong locality. Similar to that theorem, the proof of our result relies heav-
ily on the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem. See section 1.6. This result can be applied
to the following situation: Let V and V 1 satisfy the assumptions of theorem II. As-
sume that all the intertwining operators of V and V 1 are energy-bounded and satisfy
the strong intertwining property. Then any intertwining operator of V b V 1, which is
clearly energy-bounded since it is a sum of tensor products of intertwining operators
of V and V 1, also satisfies strong braiding and (in particular) the strong intertwining
property. (See theorem 2.6.8 for the precise statement.)

Outline of the paper

This article is organized as follows. In chapter 1, we prove theorem II under the
general framework of operator algebras and algebraic quantum field theories. (In par-
ticular, theorem 1.5.1 and corollary 1.6.3 prove theorem II-(2) and (3) respectively.) We
are able to do so since the main techniques of proving this theorem are operator al-
gebraic. We hope that people with little background in VOA can still understand the
main ideas of the proofs.

In section 1.1 we review the basic facts about the (bounded) L and R operators.
Then, in section 1.2, we define the unbounded closed L and R operators, and prove
that they satisfy many important properties including the strong braiding. The symbol
Hpr

i pIq denotes the subspace of all vectors in Hi with (pre)closed L and R operators
”localized” in the interval I . To relate L ,R with the smeared intertwining operators,
one also needs to calculate the 4-point correlation functions defined by L ,R as in
proposition 1.3.7. For that purpose, we consider in section 1.3 a nice subspace Hw

i pIq �
Hpr

i pIq and compute the 4-point functions for the vectors in this kind of subspaces.
In section 1.4, we introduce the notion of a weak categorical extension, which con-

sists of a list of axioms satisfied by the L and R operators. These L and R operators
are the abstraction of products of smeared intertwining operators satisfying the polyno-
mial energy bounds and the strong intertwining property. Taking products of smeared
intertwining operators is necessary for constructing enough operators that could be re-
lated to L and R, and for extending the left and right actions from FV (see the state-
ment of theorem II) to all the objects of RepupV q. The process of taking such products
is described, in section 1.7 and especially in the proof of theorem 1.7.4, as the construc-
tion of a weak categorical extension from a weak categorical local extension, in which
the L and R operators describe single smeared intertwining operators. Note that in
both sections, polynomial energy bounds are not explicitly mentioned in the axioms;
two crucial consequences of energy bounds, the smoothness and the localizability, are
required instead. Section 1.7 can be read immediately after section 1.4.
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Section 1.5 is the climax of this article: we show that the existence of weak cate-
gorical (local) extensions implies the equivalence of braided C�-tensor categories and
the strong braiding. This proves theorem II-(2) and part of (3). To finish proving (3),
we need to show that polynomial energy bounds imply the strong intertwining prop-
erty and (hence) strong braiding. This is discussed in section 1.6 where the weak left
and right operators A,B are the abstraction of energy-bounded smeared intertwining
operators.

In chapter 2 we prove theorem II in the (original) language of VOA by verifying
that the smeared intertwining operators satisfy the requirements in chapter 1. A large
part of this work has been done in [Gui19a] and [Gui21a] chapter 4, and is reviewed
here for the readers’ convenience. We remark that theorem 2.3.4 and proposition 2.3.8
are somewhat special cases of the main results of chapter 1. We give independent
proofs of these two results, which contain many key ideas in chapter 1. We hope
that these proofs are helpful for the readers to understand the arguments in chapter
1. Note that theorem 2.3.4 is exactly [CKLW18] theorem 8.1, which states that V is
strongly local if sufficiently many quasi-primary fields are. Our proof differs from that
of [CKLW18] in that we use proposition 1.A.3 to prove Y pv, fqΩ P DpSIq for any v P V ,
while [CKLW18] uses the theory of real Hilbert subspaces developed in [Lon08]. In
section 2.6, we prove that tensor products or cosets of VOAs satisfying condition B of
section 2.4 also satisfy condition B. Here, condition B is equivalent to the assumptions
of theorem II. With the help of these methods, we prove theorem I by checking that the
examples in this theorem satisfy condition B. We also prove that all the intertwining
operators of type ADE unitary affine VOAs, discrete series W -algebras, and unitary
parafermion VOAs are energy-bounded and satisfy strong braiding.
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1 General theory

1.1 Categorical extensions of conformal nets

In this article, we let N � t0, 1, 2, 3, . . . u and Z� � t1, 2, 3, . . . u. Set i � ?�1. If H,K
are Hilbert spaces, we say that A : H Ñ K is an unbounded operator on H if A is a
linear map from a subspace of H to K. We let DpAq denote the domain of A. If DpAq
is dense in H and A is preclosed, we let A be its closure. We say that A : H Ñ K is
bounded if A is a continuous unbounded operator which is defined everywhere (i.e.
DpAq � H). A continuous unbounded operator is densely defined but not necessarily
everywhere defined.

Let J be the set of non-empty non-dense open intervals in the unit circle S1. If
I P J , then I 1 denotes the interior of the complement of I , which is also an element in
J . Let Diff�pS1q be the group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of S1, which
contains the subgroup PSUp1, 1q of Möbius transforms of S1. If I P J , we let DiffIpS1q
be the subgroup of all g P Diff�pS1q such that gx � x whenever x P I 1. Throughout
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this article, we let A be an (irreducible) conformal net. This means that each I P J is
associated with a von Neumann algebra ApIq acting on a fixed separable Hilbert space
H0, such that the following conditions hold:
(a) (Isotony) If I1 � I2 P J , then ApI1q is a von Neumann subalgebra of ApI2q.
(b) (Locality) If I1, I2 P J are disjoint, then ApI1q and ApI2q commute.
(c) (Conformal covariance) We have a strongly continuous projective unitary represen-
tation U of Diff�pS1q on H0 which restricts to a strongly continuous unitary representa-
tion of PSUp1, 1q, such that for any g P Diff�pS1q, I P J , and any representing element
V P UpH0q of Upgq,

VApIqV � � ApgIq.
Moreover, if g P DiffIpS1q, then V P ApIq.
(d) (Positivity of energy) The action of the rotation subgroup ϱ of PSUp1, 1q on H0 has
positive generator.
(e) There exists a unique (up to scalar) unit vector Ω P H0 fixed by PSUp1, 1q. (Ω is
called the vacuum vector.) Moreover, Ω is cyclic under the action of

�
IPJ MpIq (the

von Neumann algebra generated by all MpIq).
A satisfies the following well-known properties (cf. for example [GL96] and the

reference therein):
(1) (Additivity) ApIq ��αApIαq if tIαu is a set of open intervals whose union is I .
(2) (Haag duality) ApIq1 � ApI 1q.
(3) (Reeh-Schlieder theorem) ApIqΩ is dense in H0 for any I P J
(4) For each I P J , ApIq is a type III factor.

A pair pπi,Hiq (or Hi for short) is called a (normal) representation of A (or A-
module) if Hi is a separable Hilbert space, and for each I P J , πi,I is a (normal �-)
representation of ApIq on Hi such that πi,I |ApI0q � πi,I0 when I0 � I . If x P ApIq, we
sometimes write πi,Ipxq as x for brevity. By [Hen19], any A-module Hi is conformal
covariant, which means the following: Let G be the universal cover of Diff�pS1q, and
let GA be the central extension of G defined by

GA � tpg, V q P G � UpH0q|V is a representing element of Upgqu. (1.1.1)

The topology of GA inherits from that of G � UpH0q. So we have exact sequence

1Ñ TÑ GA Ñ G Ñ 1 (1.1.2)

where T is the subgroup of G � UpH0q consisting of all p1, λ1H0q where λ P C and
|λ| � 1. Then there exists a (unique) strongly continuous unitary representation Ui of
GA on Hi such that for any I P J and g P GApIq,

Uipgq � πipUpgqq. (1.1.3)

As a consequence, for any x P ApIq and g P GA, one has

Uipgqπi,IpxqUipgq� � πi,gIpUpgqxUpgq�q. (1.1.4)

See [Gui21a] for more details. We write Uipgq as g when no confusion arises. Homo-
morphisms of A-modules intertwine the representations of GA.
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Let ReppAq be the C�-category of A-modules whose objects are denoted by
Hi,Hj,Hk, . . . . The vector space of (bounded) homomorphisms between any RepA-
modules Hi,Hj is written as HomApHi,Hjq. Then one can equip ReppAq with a struc-
ture of braided C�-tensor category via Doplicher-Haag-Roberts (DHR) superselection
theory [FRS89, FRS92] or, equivalently, via Connes fusion [Gui21a]. The unit of ReppAq
is H0. We write the tensor (fusion) product of two A-modules Hi,Hj as Hi bHj . We
assume without loss of generality that ReppAq is strict, which means that we will not
distinguish between H0,H0 bHi,Hi bH0, or pHi bHjqbHk and Hi b pHj bHkq (ab-
breviated to Hi b Hj b Hk). In the following, we review the definition and the basic
properties of closed vector-labeled categorical extensions of A introduced in [Gui21a].

To begin with, if Hi,Hj are A-modules and I P J , then HomApI 1qpHi,Hjq denotes
the vector space of bounded linear operators T : Hi Ñ Hj such that Tπi,I 1pxq �
πj,I 1pxqT for any x P ApI 1q. We then define HipIq � HomApI 1qpH0,HiqΩ, which is
a dense subspace of Hi. Note that I � J implies HipIq � HipJq. Moreover, if
G P HomApHi,Hjq, then GHipIq � HjpIq.

If I P J , an arg-function of I is, by definition, a continuous function argI : I Ñ R
such that for any eit P I , argIpeitq � t P 2πZ. rI � pI, argIq is called an arg-valued
interval. Equivalently, rI is a branch of I in the universal cover of S1. We let rJ be the
set of arg-valued intervals. If rI � pI, argIq and rJ � pJ, argJq are in rJ , we say thatrI and rJ are disjoint if I and J are so. Suppose moreover that for any z P I, ζ P J

we have argJpζq   argIpzq   argJpζq � 2π, then we say that rI is anticlockwise to rJ
(equivalently, rJ is clockwise to rI). We write rI � rJ if I � J and argJ |I � argI . GivenrI P rJ , we also define rI 1 � pI 1, argI 1q P rJ such that rI is anticlockwise to rI 1. We say thatrI 1 is the clockwise complement of rI . We let �S1� P rJ where S1

� � ta � ib P S1 : b ¡ 0u
is the upper semi-circle, and argS1� takes values in p0, πq. We set �S1� to be the clockwise

complement of �S1�.

Definition 1.1.1. A closed and vector-labeled categorical extension E �
pA,ReppAq,b,Hq of A associates, to any Hi,Hk P ObjpReppAqq and any rI P rJ , ξ P
HipIq, bounded linear operators

Lpξ, rIq P HomApI 1qpHk,Hi bHkq,
Rpξ, rIq P HomApI 1qpHk,Hk bHiq,

such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) (Isotony) If rI1 � rI2 P rJ , and ξ P HipI1q, then Lpξ, rI1q � Lpξ, rI2q, Rpξ, rI1q � Rpξ, rI2q
when acting on any Hk P ObjpReppAqq.
(b) (Functoriality) If Hi,Hk,Hk1 P ObjpReppAqq, F P HomApHk,Hk1q, the following
diagrams commute for any rI P rJ , ξ P HipIq.

Hk
FÝÝÝÑ Hk1

Lpξ,rIq
��� Lpξ,rIq

���
Hi bHk

1ibFÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk1

Hk
Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÑ Hk bHi

F

��� Fb1i

���
Hk1

Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÑ Hk1 bHi

. (1.1.5)
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(c) (State-field correspondence3) For any Hi P ObjpReppAqq, under the identifications
Hi � Hi bH0 � H0 bHi, the relations

Lpξ, rIqΩ � Rpξ, rIqΩ � ξ (1.1.6)

hold for any rI P rJ , ξ P HipIq. It follows immediately that when acting on H0, Lpξ, rIq
equals Rpξ, rIq and is independent of argI .
(d) (Density of fusion products) If Hi,Hk P ObjpReppAqq, rI P rJ , then the set
LpHipIq, rIqHk spans a dense subspace of Hi b Hk, and RpHipIq, rIqHk spans a dense
subspace of Hk bHi.
(e) (Locality) For any Hk P ObjpReppAqq, disjoint rI, rJ P rJ with rI anticlockwise to rJ ,
and any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, the following diagram (1.1.7) commutes adjointly.

Hk
Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHj

Lpξ,rIq
��� Lpξ,rIq

���
Hi bHk

Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk bHj

(1.1.7)

Here, the adjoint commutativity of diagram (1.1.7) means that Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIq �
Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJq when acting on Hk, and Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIq� � Lpξ, rIq�Rpη, rJq when acting
on Hi bHk. (Cf. [Gui21a] section 3.1.)
(f) (Braiding) There is a unitary linear map Bi,j : Hi b Hj Ñ Hj b Hi for any
Hi,Hj P ObjpReppAqq, such that

Bi,jLpξ, rIqη � Rpξ, rIqη (1.1.8)

whenever rI P rJ , ξ P HipIq, η P Hj .

Note that Bi,j is unique by the density of fusion products. Moreover, Bi,j commutes
with the actions of A, and is the same as the braid operator of ReppAq; see [Gui21a]
sections 3.2, 3.3. The existence of E was also proved in [Gui21a] sections 3.2. A sketch
of the construction can be found in [Gui21b] section A.

We collect some useful formulas. By the locality and the state-field correspondence,
it is easy to see that

Lpξ, rIqη � Rpη, rJqξ (1.1.9)

whenever ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, and rI is anticlockwise to rJ . Moreover, if F P
HomApHi,Hi1q, G P HomApHj,Hj1q, ξ P HipIq, and η P Hj , then

pF bGqLpξ, rIqη � LpFξ, rIqGη, pGb F qRpξ, rIqη � RpFξ, rIqGη; (1.1.10)

see [Gui21b] section 2. We also recall the following fusion relations proved in [Gui21b]
proposition 2.3.

3For general (i.e., non-necessarily closed or vector-labeled) categorical extensions, this axiom is re-
placed by the neutrality and the Reeh-Schlieder property; see [Gui21a] section 3.1.
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Proposition 1.1.2. Let Hi,Hj,Hk P ObjpReppAqq, rI P rJ , and ξ P HipIq.
(a) If η P HjpIq, then Lpξ, rIqη P pHi bHjqpIq, Rpξ, rIqη P pHj bHiqpIq, and

Lpξ, rIqLpη, rIq|Hk
� LpLpξ, rIqη, rIq|Hk

, (1.1.11)

Rpξ, rIqRpη, rIq|Hk
� RpRpξ, rIqη, rIq|Hk

. (1.1.12)

(b) If ψ P pHi bHjqpIq and ϕ P pHj bHiqpIq, then Lpξ, rIq�ψ P HjpIq, Rpξ, rIq�ϕ P HjpIq,
and

Lpξ, rIq�Lpψ, rIq|Hk
� LpLpξ, rIq�ψ, rIq|Hk

, (1.1.13)

Rpξ, rIq�Rpϕ, rIq|Hk
� RpRpξ, rIq�ϕ, rIq|Hk

. (1.1.14)

As a special case, we see that if ξ P HipIq and x P ApIq, then xξ P HipIq, and

Lpxξ, rIq � xLpξ, rIq, Rpxξ, rIq � xRpξ, rIq. (1.1.15)

Set ξ � Ω and notice that LpΩ, rIq � 1. Then we have

LpxΩ, rIq|Hk
� RpxΩ, rIq|Hk

� πk,Ipxq (1.1.16)

for any Hk P ObjpReppAqq.
Next, we discuss the conformal covariance of E . For any rI � pI, argIq P rJ and

g P GA, we have gI defined by the action of Diff�pS1q on S1. We now set grI � pgI, arggIq,
where arggI is defined as follows. Choose any map γ : r0, 1s Ñ GA satisfying γp0q �
1, γp1q � g such that γ descends to a (continuous) path in G . Then for any z P I
there is a path γz : r0, 1s Ñ S1 defined by γzptq � γptqz. The argument argIpzq of z
changes continuously along the path γz to an argument of gz, whose value is denoted
by arggIpgzq.
Theorem 1.1.3 ([Gui21a] theorem 3.13). E � pA,ReppAq,b,Hq is conformal covariant,
which means that for any g P GA, rI P rJ ,Hi P ObjpReppAqq, ξ P HipIq, there exists an
element gξg�1 P HipgIq such that

Lpgξg�1, grIq � gLpξ, rIqg�1, Rpgξg�1, grIq � gRpξ, rIqg�1 (1.1.17)

when acting on any Hj P ObjpReppAqq.
It’s clear that we have

gξg�1 � gLpξ, rIqg�1Ω � gRpξ, rIqg�1Ω. (1.1.18)

The following density result is easy but useful.

Proposition 1.1.4. Let rI P rJ . Assume that H0
i pIq and H0

j are dense subspaces of HipIq and
Hj respectively. Then vectors of the form Lpξ, rIqη (resp. Rpξ, rIqη) span a dense subspace of
Hi bHj (resp. Hj bHi), where ξ P H0

i pIq, η P H0
j .
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Proof. By the boundedness of Lpξ, rIq when ξ P H0
i pIq, LpH0

i pIq, rIqH0
j is dense in

LpH0
i pIq, rIqHj . Thus, for any rJ clockwise to rI , vectors in LpH0

i pIq, rIqHjpJq �
RpHjpJq, rJqH0

i can be approximated by those in LpH0
i pIq, rIqH0

j . On the other hand,
RpHjpJq, rJqH0

i is dense in RpHjpJq, rJqHi, and the latter spans a dense subspace of
Hi bHj . Therefore LpH0

i pIq, rIqH0
j also spans a dense subspace of Hi bHj .

We are going to prove a weak version of additivity property for E . First, we need
a lemma.

Lemma 1.1.5. Suppose that ξ P HipIq and Lpξ, rIq|H0 is unitary, then for any Hj P
ObjpReppAqq, Lpξ, rIq|Hj

and Rpξ, rIq|Hj
are also unitary.

Proof. Assume that Lpξ, rIq�Lpξ, rIq|H0 � 10 and Lpξ, rIqLpξ, rIq�|Hi
� 1i. Choose any Hj

and any rJ clockwise to rI . Then for any η P Hjp rJq and µ P Hip rJq,
Lpξ, rIq�Lpξ, rIqη � Lpξ, rIq�Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqΩ � Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIq�Lpξ, rIqΩ � Rpη, rJqΩ � η,

and

Lpξ, rIqLpξ, rIq�Rpµ, rJqη � Rpµ, rJqLpξ, rIqLpξ, rIq�η � Rpµ, rJqη.
For any ξ P HipIq, we define ∥Lpξ, rIq∥� ∥Rpξ, rIq∥:� ∥Lpξ, rIq|H0∥� ∥Rpξ, rIq|H0∥ to

be the norms of Lpξ, rIq and Rpξ, rIq. The following proposition is also needed.

Proposition 1.1.6. We have ∥Lpξ, rIq|Hj
∥� ∥Rpξ, rIq|Hj

∥� ∥Lpξ, rIq∥� ∥Rpξ, rIq∥ for any
non-trivial Aj-module Hj .

Proof. Since ApI 1q is a type III factor, the representations of ApI 1q on H0 and on Hi are
equivalent. Thus we can choose a unitary U P HomApI 1qpH0,Hiq. Let µ � UΩ. Then
Lpµ, rIq|H0 � U is unitary. Notice that x :� Lpµ, rIq�Lpξ, rIq|H0 P ApIq, and ξ � Lpµ, rIqxΩ.
By (1.1.11), we have Lpξ, rIq|Hj

� Lpµ, rIqπi,Ipxq. By lemma 1.1.5, Lpµ, rIq is unitary on
Hj . Therefore, ∥Lpξ, rIq|Hj

∥� ∥x∥, which is independent of Hj .

We now prove the weak additivity property for E . For I0, I P J , we write I0 �� I
if the closure of I0 is a subset of I .

Proposition 1.1.7. Choose rI P rJ . Then for any ξ P HipIq, there exists a sequence of vectors
ξn in Hi satisfying the following properties:
(a) For each n, ξn P HipInq for some In �� I .
(c) For each Hj P ObjpReppAqq, we have supnPZ�

∥∥Lpξn, rIq∥∥ ¤ ∥∥Lpξ, rIq∥∥, and Lpξn, rIq|Hj

converges �-strongly to Lpξ, rIq|Hj
.4

In particular, ξn is converging to ξ since ξn � Lpξn, rIqΩ and ξ � Lpξ, rIqΩ.

4A sequence of bounded operators xn is said to converge �-strongly to x if xn and x�n converge to x�

and x�n respectively.
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Proof. Fix I0 �� I . As in the proof of proposition 1.1.6, we can choose µ P HipI0q
such that Lpµ, rIq is unitary on any A-module. Choose any ξ P HipIq and set x �
Lpµ, rIq�Lpξ, rIq|H0 P ApIq. Then ξ � Lpµ, rIqxΩ. By the additivity of A, there exist a
sequence xn of operators converging �-strongly to x, such that each xn belongs to ApInq
for some In P J satisfying I0 � In �� I . Moreover, by the Kaplansky density theorem,
we may assume that ∥xn∥¤ ∥x∥. Set ξn � Lpµ, rIqxnΩ. Then ξn P HipInq, and by (1.1.11),
we have Lpξn, rIq � Lpµ, rIqxn, which converges �-strongly to Lpµ, rIqx � Lpξ, rIq on any
Hj , and

∥∥Lpξn, rIq∥∥ � ∥xn∥¤ ∥x∥� ∥∥Lpξ, rIq∥∥.

1.2 Preclosed field operators

For any rI P rJ , recall that rI 1 is the clockwise complement of rI . We define ‵rI P rJ
such that p‵rIq1 � rI , and call ‵rI the anticlockwise complement of rI . For any ξ P HipIq,
we let L pξ, rIq (resp. Rpξ, rIq) act on any Hj P ObjpReppAqq as an unbounded operator
Hj Ñ Hi bHj (resp. Hj Ñ Hj bHi) with domain HjpI 1q such that for any η P HjpI 1q,

L pξ, rIqη � Rpη, rI 1qξ, resp. Rpξ, rIqη � Lpη, ‵rIqξ. (1.2.1)

It is clear that Ω is inside the domains of L pξ, rIq|H0 and Rpξ, rIq|H0 , and the state-field
correspondence

L pξ, rIqΩ � Rpξ, rIqΩ � ξ (1.2.2)

is satisfied. We also have that

L pξ, rIq|H0 � Rpξ, rIq|H0 , (1.2.3)

and that they depend only on I but not on the choice of argI . Indeed, both operators
send any yΩ P ApI 1qΩ to yξ.

Definition 1.2.1. For any Hi P ObjpReppAqq we let Hpr
i pIq be the set of all ξ P Hi such

that L pξ, rIq|H0 � Rpξ, rIq|H0 is preclosed. Clearly HipIq � Hpr
i pIq.

Observe the following easy fact:

Proposition 1.2.2. If I � J P J then Hpr
i pIq � Hpr

i pJq.
The following theorem was proved in [Gui21b] section 7. Here we give a different

but (hopefully) more conceptual proof.

Theorem 1.2.3. Choose any Hi P ObjpReppAqq, rI P rJ , and ξ P Hpr
i pIq. Then L pξ, rIq|Hj

and Rpξ, rIq|Hj
are preclosed for any Hj P ObjpReppAqq.

Proof. Let rJ be clockwise to rI . Then by lemma 1.1.5, there exists µ P Hjp rJq such that
Rpµ, rJq is unitary when acting on any A-module. We claim that

L pξ, rIqRpµ, rJq|H0 � Rpµ, rJqL pξ, rIq|H0 . (1.2.4)
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If this is proved, then L pξ, rIq|Hj
is unitarily equivalent to L pξ, rIq|H0 through the

unitary operators Rpµ, rJq|H0 and Rpµ, rJq|Hi
. Therefore L pξ, rIq|Hj

is preclosed since
L pξ, rIq|H0 is so.

The domain of the right hand side of (1.2.4) is the same as that of L pξ, rIq|H0 ,
which is H0pI 1q � ApI 1qΩ. Clearly Rpµ, rJqApI 1qΩ is a subspace of HjpI 1q (which
is the domain of L pξ, rIq|Hj

). On the other hand, we have Rpµ, rJq�HjpI 1q �
Rpµ, rJq�HomApIqpH0,HjqΩ, which is a subspace of HomApIqpH0,H0qΩ � ApI 1qΩ by
Haag duality. Therefore Rpµ, rJqApI 1qΩ equals HjpI 1q, which shows that both sides
of (1.2.4) have the same domain ApI 1qΩ. Now, we choose any χ P ApI 1qΩ � H0pI 1q and
use proposition 1.1.2 to compute that

L pξ, rIqRpµ, rJqχ � RpRpµ, rJqχqξ � Rpµ, rJqRpχ, rJqξ � Rpµ, rJqL pξ, rIqχ,
which proves equation (1.2.4) and hence the preclosedness of L pξ, rIq|Hj

. That
Rpξ, rIq|Hj

is preclosed follows from a similar argument.

Convention 1.2.4. Whenever ξ P Hpr
i pIq, we will always understand L pξ, rIq and

Rpξ, rIq as closed operators, which are the closures of those defined by (1.2.1).

Note that when ξ P HipIq, it is clear that our definition of the two closed operators
agree with the original bounded ones. The following proposition shows that L pξ, rIq
and Rpξ, rIq intertwine the actions of ApI 1q.
Proposition 1.2.5. For any Hi,Hj P ObjpReppAqq, ξ P Hpr

i pIq, and x P ApI 1q, the following
diagrams commute strongly:

Hj

πj,I1 pxqÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj

L pξ,rIq
��� ���L pξ,rIq

Hi bHj

πibj,I1 pxqÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi bHj

Hj
Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ Hj bHi

πj,I1 pxq
��� ���πjbi,I1 pxq

Hj
Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ Hj bHi

(1.2.5)

Proof. Choose any η P HjpI 1q. Then

L pξ, rIqxη � Rpxη, rI 1qξ (1.1.15)ùùùùù xRpη, rI 1qξ � xL pξ, rIqη.
Similarly we have L pξ, rIqx�η � x�L pξ, rIqη. This proves the strong commutativity
of the first diagram. (Notice proposition 1.A.1.) The second diagram can be proved
similarly.

In the above proposition, we have actually used the following definition.

Definition 1.2.6. Let P0,Q0,R0,S0 be pre-Hilbert spaces with completions P ,Q,R,S
respectively. Let A : P Ñ R, B : Q Ñ S, C : P Ñ Q, D : R Ñ S be preclosed opera-
tors whose domains are subspaces of P0,Q0,P0,R0 respectively, and whose ranges are
inside R0,S0,Q0,S0 respectively. By saying that the diagram of preclosed operators

P0
CÝÝÝÑ Q0

A

��� B

���
R0

DÝÝÝÑ S0

(1.2.6)
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commutes strongly, we mean the following: Let H � P`Q`R`S. Define unbounded
preclosed operators R, S on H with domains DpRq � DpAq ` DpBq `R ` S, DpSq �
DpCq `Q`DpDq ` S, such that

Rpξ ` η ` χ` ςq � 0` 0` Aξ `Bη p@ξ P DpAq, η P DpBq, χ P R, ς P Sq,
Spξ ` η ` χ` ςq � 0` Cξ ` 0`Dχ p@ξ P DpCq, η P Q, χ P DpDq, ς P Sq.

(Such construction is called the extension from A,B to R, and from C,D to S.) Then
(the closures of) R and S commute strongly (cf. section 1.A).

We now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 1.2.7. For any Hi,Hj,Hk,Hk1 P ObjpReppAqq, the following are satisfied.
(a) (Isotony) If rI1 � rI2 P rJ , and ξ P Hpr

i pI1q, then L pξ, rI1q � L pξ, rI2q, Rpξ, rI1q �
Rpξ, rI2q when acting on Hk.

(b) (Functoriality) If G P HomApHk,Hk1q, then for any rI P rJ , ξ P Hpr
i pIq, the following

diagrams of closed operators commute strongly.

Hk
GÝÝÝÑ Hk1

L pξ,rIq
��� L pξ,rIq

���
Hi bHk

1ibGÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk1

Hk
Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHi

G

��� Gb1i

���
Hk1

Rpξ,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ Hk1 bHi

. (1.2.7)

(c) (Locality) For any disjoint rI, rJ P rJ with rI anticlockwise to rJ , and any ξ P Hpr
i pIq, η P

Hpr
j pJq, the following diagram (1.2.8) commutes strongly.

Hk
Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHj

L pξ,rIq
��� L pξ,rIq

���
Hi bHk

Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk bHj

(1.2.8)

(d) (Braiding) For any rI P rJ , ξ P Hpr
i pIq, we have

Bi,jL pξ, rIq|Hj
� Rpξ, rIq|Hj

. (1.2.9)

(e) (Möbius covariance) For any g P�PSUp1, 1q, rI P rJ , ξ P Hpr
i pIq, we have gξ P Hpr

i pgIq,
and

L pgξ, grIq � gL pξ, rIqg�1, Rpgξ, grIq � gRpξ, rIqg�1 (1.2.10)

when acting on Hj .

Note that in the axiom of Möbius covariance, �PSUp1, 1q is the universal covering of
PSUp1, 1q, which is regarded as a subgroup of GA. This is possible since, by [Bar54],
the restriction of any strongly continuous projective representation G to �PSUp1, 1q can
be lifted to a unique strongly continuous unitary representation of �PSUp1, 1q.
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Isotony is obvious; note that the inclusion relations are reversed since I 11 � I 12. To
check the strong commutativity of the first of (1.2.7), one just need to show that for
any η P HkpI 1q, η1 P Hk1pI 1q, we have L pξ, rIqGη � p1i bGqL pξ, rIqη and L pξ, rIqG�η1 �
p1i bG�qL pξ, rIqη1. Indeed, by (1.1.10), we have

L pξ, rIqGη � RpGη, rI 1qξ � p1i bGqRpη, rI 1qξ � p1i bGqL pξ, rIqη.
The other equation is proved similarly. For the second diagram of (1.2.7), one uses a
similar argument.

Proof of Möbius covariance. Choose any Hj P ObjpReppAqq and η P HjpgI 1q. Then g�1η P
HjpI 1q, and

gL pξ, rIqg�1η � gRpg�1η, rI 1qξ (1.1.17)ùùùùù Rpη, grI 1qgξ � L pgξ, grIqη.
This proves the first equation of (1.2.10). In particular, L pgξ, grIq is preclosed since
gL pξ, rIqg�1 is so. Therefore ξ � gL pξ, rIqg�1Ω P Hpr

i pIq. The second half follows
similarly.

Proof of braiding. By Möbius covariance, it suffices to prove (1.2.9) assuming rI � �S1�.
Then we have rI 1 � ϱp�2πq � ‵rI . Note that before taking closures, the domains
of L pξ, rIq|Hj

and Rpξ, rIq|Hj
are both HjpI 1q. Therefore, it suffices to show that

BL pξ, rIqη � Rpξ, rIqη for any η P HjpI 1q. We set u � B2ϱp�2πqpϱp2πq b ϱp2πqq on
Hi bHj , and compute

BL pξ, rIqη � BRpη, rI 1qξ � B2Lpη, rI 1qξ � B2Lpη, ϱp�2πq � ‵rIqξ
(1.1.17)ùùùùù B2ϱp�2πq � Lpϱp2πqη, ‵rIq � ϱp2πqξ (1.1.10)ùùùùù uLpη, ‵rIqξ � uRpξ, rIqη. (1.2.11)

When ξ P HipIq, we actually have BL pξ, rIqη � Rpξ, rIqη. Thus u must be 1. Therefore,
when ξ P Hpr

i pIq, (1.2.11) is also true with u � 1.

To prove the locality, we first prove the following weaker version:

Lemma 1.2.8. Diagram (1.2.8) commutes strongly when ξ P HipIq or η P HjpJq.
Proof. Let us assume η P HjpJq and prove the strong commutativity of (1.2.8). Notice
that Rpη, rJq � Rpη, rI 1q. Choose any χ P HkpI 1q and ϕ P pHk b HjqpI 1q. Then by
proposition 1.1.2, we have that Rpη, rIqχ P pHk bHjqpI 1q, Rpη, rI 1q�ϕ P HkpI 1q, that

L pξ, rIqRpη, rI 1qχ � RpRpη, rI 1qχ, rI 1qξ � Rpη, rI 1qRpχ, rI 1qξ � Rpη, rI 1qL pξ, rIqχ,
and that

L pξ, rIqRpη, rI 1q�ϕ � RpRpη, rI 1q�ϕ, rI 1qξ � Rpη, rI 1q�Rpϕ, rI 1qξ � Rpη, rI 1q�L pξ, rIqϕ.
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We now want to approximate L pξ, rIq and Rpξ, rIq using bounded L and R opera-
tors. Again we assume ξ P Hpr

i pIq. Consider the polar decomposition L pξ, rIq � UH
where U is a partial isometry from each Hj to Hi bHj , and H is a positive closed op-
erator on each Hj . Consider the spectral decomposition H � ³�8

0
tdqt, where for each

Hj P ObjpReppAqq, qt is a projection on Hj defined by qt � χr0,tspHq, and pt � UqtU
� is

a projection on Hi bHj . Then, by the spectral theory, we have the following equation
of bounded operators:

ptL pξ, rIq � L pξ, rIqqt,
and for any η P Hj , η is inside the domain of L pξ, rIq if and only if the limit

lim
tÑ�8

∥ptL pξ, rIqη∥2� lim
tÑ�8

∥L pξ, rIqqtη∥2
is finite, in which case we have

L pξ, rIqη � lim
tÑ�8

ptL pξ, rIqη � lim
tÑ�8

L pξ, rIqqtη.
We call tpt : t ¥ 0u (resp. tqt : t ¥ 0u) the left (resp. right) bounding projec-
tions of L pξ, rIq|Hj

. Similarly, for each Hj we have left and right bounding projec-
tions tetu (on Hj bHi) and tftu (on Hj) of Rpξ, rIq. We write pt, qt, et, ft respectively as
ptpξ, rIq, qtpξ, rIq, etpξ, rIq, ftpξ, rIq to emphasize the dependence of the projections on the
vectors and the arg-valued intervals.

Lemma 1.2.9. For each t and η P HjpI 1q, Rpη, rI 1q commutes with ptpξ, rIq and qtpξ, rIq, and
Lpη, ‵rIq commutes with etpξ, rIq and ftpξ, rIq.
Proof. Use lemma 1.2.8.

Proposition 1.2.10. For each t, we have ptpξ, rIqξ P HipIq, etpξ, rIqξ P HipIq, and

Lpptpξ, rIqξ, rIq � ptpξ, rIqL pξ, rIq � L pξ, rIqqtpξ, rIq, (1.2.12)

Rpetpξ, rIqξ, rIq � etpξ, rIqRpξ, rIq � Rpξ, rIqftpξ, rIq. (1.2.13)

Proof. By proposition 1.2.5, the bounded operator ptpξ, rIqL pξ, rIq intertwines the ac-
tions of ApI 1q. Therefore ptpξ, rIqξ � ptpξ, rIqL pξ, rIqΩ P HipIq. Choose any Hj P
ObjpReppAqq and η P HjpI 1q. Then

Lpptpξ, rIqξ, rIqη � Lpptpξ, rIqξ, rIqRpη, rI 1qΩ � Rpη, rI 1qLpptpξ, rIqξ, rIqΩ
�Rpη, rI 1qptpξ, rIqξ Lem. 1.2.9ùùùùùùù ptpξ, rIqRpη, rI 1qξ � ptpξ, rIqL pξ, rIqη.

A similar argument proves the second equation.

Proof of locality. By the above proposition, we know that for each s, t ¥ 0, diagram
(1.2.8) commutes adjointly when the vertical lines are multiplied by pspξ, rIq, and
the horizontal lines are multiplied by etpη, rJq. Since L pξ, rIq and Rpη, rJq are affili-

ated with the von Neumann algebras generated by tpspξ, rIqL pξ, rIq : s ¥ 0u and by

tetpη, rJqRpη, rJq : t ¥ 0u respectively, they must commute strongly.
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Corollary 1.2.11. Let Hi,Hj,Hk P ObjpReppAqq, and let rJ be clockwise to rI . Suppose that
ξ P Hpr

i pIq, η P Hpr
j pJq, χ P Hk, and that χ is in the domains of L pξ, rIqRpη, rJq|Hk

and
Rpη, rJqL pξ, rIq|Hk

. Then

L pξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ � Rpη, rJqL pξ, rIqχ. (1.2.14)

Proof. Use proposition 1.A.5 and the locality in theorem 1.2.7.

1.3 The dense subspaces H8
i , H8

i pIq, and Hw
i pIq

We now introduce for each Hi P ReppAq some important dense subspaces. Let L0

be the generator of the one parameter rotation subgroup ϱ of �PSUp1, 1q. (ϱ is the lift of
the one parameter rotation subgroup of PSUp1, 1q to �PSUp1, 1q.) Set

H8
i �

£
nPZ�

DpLn
0 q. (1.3.1)

Vectors in H8
i are called smooth. For each ξ P Hi, we have ξh P H8

i where h P C8
c pRq

and

ξh �
»
R
hptqϱptqξdt. (1.3.2)

Since ξh Ñ ξ as h converges to the δ-function at 0, we conclude that H8
i is dense in Hi.

A preclosed operator T from Hi to Hj is called smooth if

H8
i � DpT q, H8

j � DpT �q, TH8
i � H8

j , T �H8
j � H8

i . (1.3.3)

Any homomorphism of A-modules is smooth since it commutes with ϱptq. If T : Hi Ñ
Hj is bounded, then it is a routine check that for each h P C8

c pRq satisfying
³
R hptqdt �

1,

Th :�
»
R
hptqϱptqTϱp�tqdt (1.3.4)

is bounded and smooth, and Th converges �-strongly to T as h converges to the δ-
function at 0. See for example [Gui19b] Prop. 4.2 for details.

Definition 1.3.1. We let H8
i pIq be the set of all ξ P HipIq such that for any Hj P

ObjpReppAqq and any argI , the bounded operator Lpξ, rIq|Hj
from Hj to Hi b Hj is

smooth. In that case, Rpξ, rIq is also smooth since the braid operator B is smooth.

Proposition 1.3.2. For each I P J , H8
i pIq is a dense subspace of HipIq. Moreover, for any

ξ P HipIq, there is a sequence tξnu in H8
i pIq such that supnPZ�

∥∥Lpξn, rIq∥∥ ¤ ∥∥Lpξ, rIq∥∥, and
Lpξn, rIq|Hj

converges �-strongly to Lpξ, rIq|Hj
for any Hj P ObjpReppAqq.

Proof. Choose I0 P J such that I0 �� I . Then there exists ε ¡ 0 such that ϱptqI0 � I
whenever �ε ¤ t ¤ ε. Then for any ξ P HipI0q and h P C8

c p�ε, εq, we have ξh P H8
i pIq,

and

Lpξ, rIqh � Lpξh, rIq (1.3.5)
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when acting on any Hj P ObjpReppAqq. Indeed, by the conformal covariance of E , we
have for any rJ clockwise to rI and η P HjpJq that

Lpξ, rIqh � η � »
R
hptqϱptqLpξ, rIqϱp�tqη � dt � »

R
hptqLpϱptqξ, rIqη � dt

�
»
R
hptqRpη, rJqϱptqξ � dt � Rpη, rJqξh � L pξh, rIqη.

So L pξh, rIq is continuous when acting on (a dense subspace of) H0. This shows
ξh P HipIq. By the above computation, we conclude (1.3.5) and hence ξh P H8

i pIq.
Assuming

³
hptqdt � 1, then the norms of Lpξ, rIqh are bounded by that of Lpξ, rIq. Since

we know that Lpξ, rIqh converges �-strongly to Lpξ, rIq as h converges to the δ-function
at 0, we have actually proved the statement when ξ P HipI0q.

Now assume ξ P HipIq. Then by proposition 1.1.7, there exists a sequence tξ1nu in
Hi such that each ξ1n belongs to HipInq for some In �� I , that ∥Lpξ1n, rIq∥¤ ∥Lpξ, rIq∥,
and that Lpξ1n, rIq|H0 converges �-strongly to Lpξ, rIq|H0 . By the first paragraph, and by
the fact that H0 and Hi are separable, we can replace each ξ1n with some ξn P H8

i pIq
such that ∥Lpξn, rIq∥¤ ∥Lpξ, rIq∥ and Lpξn, rIq|H0 converges �-strongly to Lpξ, rIq|H0 .
Now, choose any non-trivial Hj P ObjpReppAqq, and let rJ � rI 1. By lemma 1.1.5,
we can choose µ P HjpJq such that Rpµ, rJq is unitary. Then Lpξn, rIq|Hj

equals
Rpµ, rJqLpξn, rIqRpµ, rJq�|Hj

, which converges �-strongly to Rpµ, rJqLpξ, rIqRpµ, rJq�|Hj
�

Lpξ, rIq|Hj
.

Let A8pIq be the set of all x P ApIq such that πi,Ipxq is smooth for any Hi P
ObjpReppAqq. Then clearly H8

0 pIq � A8pIqΩ. As a special case of proposition 1.3.2,
we have:

Corollary 1.3.3. A8pIq is a strongly dense �-subalgebra of ApIq.
Proposition 1.3.4. Suppose that ξ P Hpr

i pIq. Then for each Hj P ObjpReppAqq, H8
j pI 1q is a

core for L pξ, rIq|Hj
and Rpξ, rIq|Hj

.

Proof. Choose any η P HjpI 1q. By proposition 1.3.2, there exist ηn P H8
j pI 1q such that

Rpηn, rI 1q|Hi
converges �-strongly to Rpη, rI 1q|Hi

. Therefore, as n Ñ 8, L pξ, rIqηn �
Rpηn, rI 1qξ converges to Rpη, rI 1qξ. This proves that H8

j pI 1q is a core for L pξ, rIq|Hj
and

for Rpξ, rIq|Hj
� Bi,jL pξ, rIq|Hj

.

Definition 1.3.5. Define Hw
i pIq to be the set of all ξ P Hi such that L pξ, rIq|H0 (which

equals Rpξ, rIq|H0) is preclosed and has smooth closure.

The following relations are obvious:

H8
i pIq �Hw

i pIq � H8
i

X
Hpr

i pIq
Therefore, Hw

i pIq is a dense subspace of Hi.
Using the results in sections 1.2 and 1.A, we are able to prove many important

results, for example:
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Proposition 1.3.6. Let rJ be clockwise to rI . Suppose that ξ P Hw
i pIq, η P Hw

j pJq, χ P H8
0 .

Then L pη, rJqχ � Rpη, rJqχ are inside the domains of L pξ, rIq|Hj
and Rpξ, rIq|Hj

, and

L pξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ � Rpη, rJqL pξ, rIqχ. (1.3.6)

Proof. By theorem 1.2.7, L pξ, rIq and Rpη, rJq commute strongly. Moreover, since ξ P
Hw

i pIq and η P Hw
i pJq, the smooth vector χ is inside the domains of L pξ, rIq�L pξ, rIq|H0

and Rpη, rJq�Rpη, rJq|H0 . This finishes the proof by proposition 1.A.5-(b).

Proposition 1.3.7. Suppose that rJ is clockwise to rI . If ξ1, ξ2 P Hw
i pIq, η1, η2 P Hw

j pJq, and
χ1, χ2 P H8

0 , then

xL pξ1, rIqRpη1, rJqχ1|L pξ2, rIqRpη2, rJqχ2y
�xL pξ2, rIq�L pξ1, rIqχ1|Rpη1, rJq�Rpη2, rIqχ2y
�xRpη2, rJq�Rpη1, rJqχ1|L pξ1, rIq�L pξ2, rIqχ2y. (1.3.7)

Proof. Use lemma 1.A.6 and the locality in theorem 1.2.7.

Corollary 1.3.8. Let rJ be clockwise to rI , and choose ξ P Hw
i pIq, η P Hw

j pJq. Then ξ, η are
inside the domains of Rpη, rJq|Hi

,L pξ, rIq|Hj
respectively, and

L pξ, rIqη � Rpη, rJqξ. (1.3.8)

Proof. Apply proposition 1.3.6 to the case that χ � Ω.

Corollary 1.3.9. Suppose that rJ is clockwise to rI . If ξ1, ξ2 P Hw
i pIq and η1, η2 P Hw

j pJq, then

xL pξ1, rIqη1|L pξ2, rIqη2y � xRpη1, rJqξ1|Rpη2, rJqξ2y
�xL pξ2, rIq�ξ1|Rpη1, rJq�η2y � xRpη2, rJq�η1|L pξ1, rIq�ξ2y. (1.3.9)

Proof. In proposition 1.3.7, set χ1 � χ2 � Ω.

1.4 Weak categorical extensions

Let C be a full abelian (C�-)subcategory of ReppAq containing H0. In other words,
C is a class of A-modules which, up to unitary equivalences, is closed under taking
A-submodules and finite direct sums. Equip C with a tensor �-bifunctor � , functorial
unitary associativity isomorphisms pHi � Hjq � Hk

�ÝÑ Hi � pHj � Hkq, and unitary
isomorphisms Hi � H0

�ÝÑ Hi,H0 � Hi
�ÝÑ Hi, so that C becomes a C�-tensor category

with unit H0. We consider C to be strict by identifying pHi �Hjq�Hk, Hi � pHj �Hkq
as Hi � Hj � Hk, and Hi � H0, H0 � Hi as Hi.

Assume that T : Hi Ñ Hj is a preclosed and smooth operator with domain H8
i .

Unlike previous sections, we will differentiate between T and its closure T . We define
T : to be T �|H8

j
, called the formal adjoint of T . Then T : : Hj Ñ Hi has dense domain

H8
j . A dense subspace D0 of H8

i is called quasi-rotation invariant (QRI for short),
if there exists δ ¡ 0 and a dense subspace Dδ � D0 such that ϱptqDδ � D0 for any
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t P p�δ, δq. For example, H8
i pIq is QRI for any I P J . We say that T is localizable if

any dense and QRI subspace D0 of H8
i is a core for T . By saying that T : Hi Ñ Hj is

smooth and localizable, we always assume that T is preclosed and has domain H8
i .

Suppose that in the following diagrams, A,B,C,D are smooth. (Namely, the for-
mal adjoints of these operators should also map smooth spaces to smooth ones.)

H8
i

CÝÝÝÑ H8
j

A

��� B

���
H8

k
DÝÝÝÑ H8

l .

(1.4.1)

We say that this diagram commutes adjointly if DA � BC on H8
i , and if CA: � B:D

on H8
k (equivalently, AC: � D:B on H8

j ).

Definition 1.4.1. Let H assign, to each rI P rJ and Hi P ObjpC q, a set HiprIq such that
HiprI1q � HiprI2q whenever rI1 � rI2. A weak categorical extension E w � pA,C ,�,Hq
of A associates, to any Hi,Hk P ObjpC q, rI P rJ , a P HiprIq, smooth and localizable
operators

Lpa, rIq : Hk Ñ Hi � Hk,

Rpa, rIq : Hk Ñ Hk � Hi,

such that for any Hi,Hj,Hk,Hk1 P ObjpC q and any rI, rJ, rI1, rI2 P rJ , the following con-
ditions are satisfied:

(a) (Isotony) If a P HiprI1q, then Lpa, rI1q � Lpa, rI2q, Rpa, rI1q � Rpa, rI2q when acting
on H8

k .
(b) (Functoriality) If F P HomApHk,Hk1q, the following diagrams commute5 for any

a P HiprIq.
H8

k
FÝÝÝÑ H8

k1

Lpa,rIq
��� Lpa,rIq

���
pHi � Hkq8 1ibFÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hk1q8

H8
k

Rpa,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hiq8

F

��� Fb1i

���
H8

k1
Rpa,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ pHk1 � Hiq8

. (1.4.2)

(c) (Neutrality) Under the identifications Hi � Hi �H0 � H0 �Hi, for any a P HiprIq
we have

Lpa, rIq|H8
0
� Rpa, rIq|H8

0
. (1.4.3)

(d) (Reeh-Schlieder property) Under the identification Hi � Hi � H0, the set
LpHiprIq, rIqΩ spans a dense subspace of Hi.

(e) (Density of fusion products) The set LpHiprIq, rIqH8
k spans a dense subspace of

Hi � Hk, and RpHiprIq, rIqH8
k spans a dense subspace of Hk � Hi.

5Note that they also commute adjointly and hence strongly since we have pF b Gq� � F� b G� for
any morphisms F,G in a C�-tensor category.
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(f) (Intertwining property) For any a P HiprIq and x P A8pI 1q, the following dia-
grams commute adjointly:

H8
k

πk,I1 pxqÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8
k

Lpa,rIq
��� ���Lpa,rIq

pHi � Hkq8
πi�k,I1 pxqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hkq8

H8
k

Rpa,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hiq8
πk,I1 pxq

��� ���πk�i,I1 pxq

H8
k

Rpa,rIqÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hiq8
(1.4.4)

(g) (Weak locality) Assume that rI anticlockwise to rJ . Then for any a P HiprIq, b P
Hjp rJq, the following diagram commutes adjointly.

H8
k

Rpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hjq8

Lpa,rIq
��� Lpa,rIq

���
pHi � Hkq8 Rpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hk � Hjq8

(1.4.5)

(h) (Braiding) There is a unitary linear map ßi,k : Hi � Hk Ñ Hk � Hi (the braid
operator) such that for any a P HiprIq and η P H8

k ,

ßi,kLpa, rIqη � Rpa, rIqη. (1.4.6)

(i) (Rotation covariance) For any a P HiprIq and g � ϱptq where t P R, there exists an
element ga inside HipgrIq, such that for any Hl P ObjpC q and η P H8

l , the following two
equivalent equations are true.

Lpga, grIqη � gLpa, rIqg�1η; (1.4.7)

Rpga, grIqη � gRpa, rIqg�1η. (1.4.8)

If the statements in (i) are true for any g P�PSUp1, 1q, we say that E w is Möbius covari-
ant.

Note that for any a P HiprIq, Lpa, rIq and Rpa, rIq depend only on the vector ξ �
Lpa, rIqΩ � Rpa, rIqΩ. Indeed, choose any rJ clockwise to rI . Then by weak locality, we
know that the action of Lpa, rIq on RpHjpJq, rJqΩ is determined by ξ. By Reeh-Schlieder
property, RpHjpJq, rJqΩ spans a dense linear subspace of Hj . By rotation covariance,
this dense subspace is QRI. Thus it is a core for Lpa, rIq. Therefore the action of Lpa, rIq
(and hence of Rpa, rIq) on H8

j is completely determined by a. Moreover, if a1, a2 P HiprIq
and c1, c2 P C, we may add a formal linear combination c1a1 � c2a2 to the set HiprIq,
define

Lpc1a1 � c2a2, rIq � c1Lpa1, rIq � c2Lpa2, rIq,
and define R similarly. Then the axioms of a weak categorical extension are still satis-
fied. We may therefore assume that E w is vector-labeled, which means that each HiprIq
is a (dense) subspace of HipIq, and that for any a P HiprIq, we have Lpa, rIqΩ � a.6 We
will write elements in HiprIq using Greek letters ξ, η, . . . in the future.

In the above discussion, we have actually showed:

6In [Gui21a], we only assume HiprIq to be a subset of Hi.
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Proposition 1.4.2. Let E w be vector-labeled. Assume that rJ is clockwise to rI . Then for any
Hi,Hj P ObjpReppAqq and any ξ P HiprIq, the vector space Hjp rJq is a core for Lpξ, rIq|H8

j
and

Rpξ, rIq|H8
j

.

Corollary 1.4.3. Let E w be vector-labeled. Assume that rJ is clockwise to rI , and choose
Hi,Hj P ObjpReppAqq. Then LpHiprIq, rIqHjp rJq (resp. RpHiprIq, rIqHjp rJq) spans a dense
subspace of Hi � Hj (resp. Hj � Hi).

Proof. Use the above proposition and the density of fusion products.

Let us write the closure of L pξ, rIq|H8
j

as L pξ, rIq|Hj
� L pξ, rIq|H8

j
. We close this

section with the following important observation.

Proposition 1.4.4. Let E w be vector-labeled. Then HiprIq � Hw
i pIq. Moreover, for any ξ P

HiprIq, we have

Lpξ, rIq|H0 � Rpξ, rIq|H0 � L pξ, rIq|H0 � Rpξ, rIq|H0 (1.4.9)

Proof. Choose ξ P HiprIq. We temporarily let the domain of L pξ, rIq|H0 be ApI 1qΩ
since we haven’t showed that L pξ, rIq|H0 is preclosed. By the intertwining property

of E w, Lpξ, rIq|H0 commutes strongly with the actions of ApI 1q (since ApI 1q is gener-

ated by A8pI 1q). Therefore, for any y P ApI 1q, we have Lpξ, rIqyΩ � yLpξ, rIqΩ �
yξ � RpyΩ, rI 1qξ � L pξ, rIqyΩ. This proves that L pξ, rIq|H0 � Lpξ, rIq|H0 and hence that
L pξ, rIq|H0 is preclosed. We now assume L pξ, rIq to be closed by taking the closure.

Since A8pI 1qΩ � H8
0 pIq is dense and QRI, A8pI 1qΩ is a core for Lpξ, rIq|H0 . Therefore

L pξ, rIq|H0 � Lpξ, rIq|H0 . In particular, L pξ, rIq|H0 is smooth. Thus ξ P Hw
i pIq. A similar

argument shows Rpξ, rIq|H0 � Rpξ, rIq|H0 .

Remark 1.4.5. In section 1.1 we defined vector-labeled and closed categorical exten-
sions of A. In general, one can define a (strong) categorical extension E � pA,C ,�,Hq
without assuming E to be vector-labeled or closed (see [Gui21a] section 3.1). The def-
inition is the very similar to definition 1.4.1, but with the following differences: (1) All
the L and R operators are bounded operators and are written as L and R instead. (2)
The smooth vector spaces H8

i ,H8
j , etc. are replaced by the full Hilbert spaces Hi,Hj ,

etc. (3) Rotation covariance is not required.
It was shown in [Gui21a] section 3.5 that E can always be extended to a unique

vector-labeled and closed categorical extension. By saying that E � pA,C ,�,Hq is
vector-labeled and closed, we mean that each HiprIq equals the vector space HipIq, and
that Lpa, rIqΩ � a for any a P HipIq.

1.5 From weak to strong categorical extensions

Let C be as in the last section. Let pC be the C�-category of all A-modules Hi such
that Hi is unitarily equivalent to some object in C .
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Theorem 1.5.1. Let E w � pA,C ,�,Hq be a vector-labeled weak categorical extension of A
with braid operator ß. Then pC is closed under Connes fusion product b, and there is a unique
unitary functorial 7 isomorphism

Ψ � Ψi,j : Hi � Hj Ñ Hi bHj p@Hi,Hj P ObjpC qq, (1.5.1)

such that for any rI P rJ ,Hi,Hj P ObjpC q,

Ψi,jLpξ, rIq|Hj
� L pξ, rIq|Hj

, (1.5.2)

Ψj,iRpξ, rIq|Hj
� Rpξ, rIq|Hj

. (1.5.3)

Moreover, ß is functorial and satisfies the Hexagon axioms; Ψ induces an equivalence of
braided C�-tensor categories p pC ,b,Bq � pC ,�, ßq, which means that for any Hi,Hj,Hk P
ObjpC q, the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) The following diagram commutes.

Hi � Hk � Hj
Ψi�k,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � HkqbHj

Ψi,k�j

��� Ψi,kb1j

���
Hi b pHk � Hjq 1ibΨk,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk bHj

(1.5.4)

(b) The following two maps equal 1i : Hi Ñ Hi.

Hi � H0 � Hi
Ψ0,iÝÝÑ H0 bHi � Hi, (1.5.5)

Hi � Hi � H0
Ψi,0ÝÝÑ Hi bH0 � Hi. (1.5.6)

(c) The following diagram commutes.

Hi � Hj
ßi,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj � Hi

Ψi,j

��� Ψj,i

���
Hi bHj

Bi,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj bHi

(1.5.7)

Proof. Choose any rI and any clockwise rJ , and choose Hi,Hj P ObjpC q. Then for any
ξ1, ξ2 P HiprIq and η1, η2 P Hjp rJq, we use the weak locality of E w to compute

xLpξ1, rIqη1|Lpξ2, rIqη2y � xLpξ1, rIqRpη1, rIqΩ|Lpξ2, rIqRpη2, rIqΩy
�xLpξ2, rIq:Lpξ1, rIqΩ|Rpη1, rIq:Rpη2, rIqΩy � xLpξ2, rIq�ξ1|Rpη1, rIq�η2y. (1.5.8)

In the last term of the above equations, Lpξ2, rIq and Rpη1, rIq are mapping from H8
0 .

Thus, by proposition 1.4.4, (1.5.8) equals xL pξ2, rIq�ξ1|Rpη1, rIq�η2y. By corollary 1.3.9,

7Functoriality means that Ψi1,j1pF b Gq � pF b GqΨi,j when F P HomApHi,Hi1q and G P
HomApHj ,Hj1q.
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it also equals xL pξ1, rIqη1|L pξ2, rIqη2y. (Note that by corollary 1.3.8, η1, η2 are in the
domains of L pξ1, rIq|Hj

and L pξ2, rIq|Hj
.) We conclude

xLpξ1, rIqη1|Lpξ2, rIqη2y � xL pξ1, rIqη1|L pξ2, rIqη2y.
This equation, together with corollary 1.4.3, shows that there is a well defined isometry

Ψ
rI, rJ
i,j : Hi � Hj Ñ Hi bHj, Lpξ, rIqη ÞÑ L pξ, rIqη.

By (1.3.8) and the weak locality of E w, Ψ
rI, rJ
i,j sends Rpη, rJqξ � Lpξ, rIqη to Rpη, rJqξ �

L pξ, rIqη. Therefore, we have a collection of isometries tΨrI, rJu
rI, rJ satisfying

Ψ
rI, rJ
i,j Lpξ, rIqη � L pξ, rIqη � Ψ

rI, rJ
i,j Rpη, rJqξ � Rpη, rJqξ

for any Hi,Hj P ObjpC q, ξ P HiprIq, η P Hjp rJq.
Choose another pair prI0, rJ0q with rJ0 clockwise to rI0. We shall show that Ψ

rI, rJ
i,j �

Ψ
rI0, rJ0
i,j . This is clearly true when rI0 � rI, rJ0 � rJ . Thus it is also true when prI0, rJ0q is close

to prI, rJq, in the sense that there is a pair prI1, rJ1q such that rI1 � rI, rI0 and rJ1 � rJ, rJ0. In
general, we can find a chain of pairs prI1, rJ1q, . . . , prIn�1, rJn�1q, prIn, rJnq � prI, rJq such that
prIm�1, rJm�1q is close to prIm, rJmq for each 1 ¤ m ¤ n. This shows Ψ

rI, rJ
i,j � Ψ

rI0, rJ0
i,j . Thus

Ψ
rI, rJ
i,j is independent of rI, rJ , and we shall write it as Ψi,j in the following.

Choose any rI P rJ . We now show that for any ξ P HiprIq, (1.5.2) is true. SetrJ � rI 1. Then, from our definition of Ψi,j , the two operators in (1.5.2) are clearly equal

when acting on Hjp rJq. By proposition 1.4.2, Hjp rJq is a core for Ψi,jLpξ, rIq. There-

fore Ψi,jLpξ, rIq|Hj
� L pξ, rIq|Hj

. Note that H8
j pJq is included in the domains of both

operators. By proposition 1.3.4, H8
j pJq is a core for L pξ, rIq|Hj

. So we must have

Ψi,jLpξ, rIq|Hj
� L pξ, rIq|Hj

. Thus (1.5.2) is proved. A similar argument proves (1.5.3).
Since L pHiprIq, rIqHjpJq equals RpHjpJq, rJqHiprIq, it is dense in RpHjpJq, rJqHi which
spans a dense subspace of HibHj . Therefore Ψi,j must be surjective. This proves that
Ψi,j is unitary.

Next, we check that Ψi,j is an isomorphism by checking that Ψi,j commutes with
the actions of A. By corollary 1.3.3, it suffices to check that Ψi,jπi�j,Kpxq � πibj,KpxqΨi,j

for any K P J and x P A8pKq. Choose rI, rJ P rJ such that rJ is clockwise to rI and that
both I and J are disjoint fromK. We need to show that for any ξ P HiprIq and η P Hjp rJq,

ΨxLpξ, rIqη � xL pξ, rIqη. (1.5.9)

Set χ � xΩ. By the intertwining property of E w, we have xLpξ, rIqη �
Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqxΩ � Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ. By proposition 1.2.5, we also have xL pξ, rIqη �
L pξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ. We now choose any ξ0 P HiprIq, η0 P Hjp rJq, and compute

xΨxLpξ, rIqη|L pξ0, rIqη0y � xΨxLpξ, rIqη|ΨLpξ0, rIqη0y � xxLpξ, rIqη|Lpξ0, rIqη0y
�xLpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ|Lpξ0, rIqη0y Weak locality of E w

ùùùùùùùùùùùù xLpξ0, rIq�Lpξ, rIqχ|Rpη, rJq�η0y. (1.5.10)
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In the last term of (1.5.10), the operators Lpξ0, rIq, Lpξ, rIq, and Rpη, rJq are all acting on
H8

0 . Thus, by proposition 1.4.4, (1.5.10) equals

xL pξ0, rIq�L pξ, rIqχ|Rpη, rJq�η0y � xL pξ0, rIq�L pξ, rIqχ|Rpη, rJq�Rpη0, rJqΩy,
which, by proposition 1.3.7, equals

xL pξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ|L pξ0, rIqRpη0, rJqΩy � xxL pξ, rIqη|L pξ0, rIqη0y.
This proves (1.5.9) when evaluated by L pξ0, rIqη0 � ΨLpξ0, rIqη0. By corollary 1.4.3 and
by the unitarity of Ψ, vectors of the form L pξ0, rIqη0 span a dense subspace of HibHj .
Therefore (1.5.9) is true.

Using (1.2.7) and the functoriality of E w, it is easy to check that Ψ commutes with
any 1 b G and F b 1 where F and G are homomorphisms of A-modules. Thus Ψ
commutes with F bG. This proves the functoriality of Ψ.

It remains to check that Ψ satisfies (a), (b), (c) of the theorem. This will imply
that ß is functorial and satisfies Hexagon axioms since these are true for B. To begin
with, note that (b) is true by (1.4.9). (c) follows from the braiding property in theorem
1.2.7 and the braiding axiom of E w. To prove (a), we choose rI and a clockwise rJ , and
choose any Hi,Hj,Hk P ObjpC q, ξ P HiprIq, η P Hjp rJq, χ P H8

k . Since Rpη, rJqχ (which is
in pHk �Hjq8) is in the domain of Lpξ, rIq, by (1.5.2), it is also in the domain of L pξ, rIq.
By (1.5.3) and that p1i b Ψk,jqL pξ, rIq|Hk�Hj

� L pξ, rIq|HkbHj
� Ψk,j , we conclude that

Rpη, rJqχ � Ψk,jRpη, rJqχ is in the domain of L pξ, rIq. A similar argument shows that
L pξ, rIqχ is in the domain of Rpη, rJq. Then, using corollary 1.2.11, the weak locality of
E w, and the functoriality of L,R,L ,R, we compute

Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ Ψi,k�jÝÝÝÝÑ L pξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ
1ibΨk,jÝÝÝÝÝÑL pξ, rIqΨk,jRpη, rJqχ � L pξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ,

and also

Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ � Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIqχ Ψi�k,jÝÝÝÝÑ Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIqχ
Ψi,kb1jÝÝÝÝÝÑRpη, rJqΨi,kLpξ, rIqχ � Rpη, rJqL pξ, rIqχ � L pξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ.

This proves (1.5.4) when acting on LpHiprIq, rIqRpHjp rJq, rJqH8
k . By the density ax-

iom of E w, RpHjp rJq, rJqH8
k is a dense subspace of pHk � Hjq8, and LpHiprIq, rIqpHk �

Hjq8 is a dense subspace of Hi � Hk � Hj . By the rotation covariance of E w,
RpHjp rJq, rJqH8

k is QRI. Thus it is a core for Lpξ, rIq for each ξ P HiprIq. It follows that
LpHiprIq, rIqRpHjp rJq, rJqH8

k is dense in LpHiprIq, rIqpHk �Hjq8. Hence it is also dense in
Hi � Hk � Hj . Therefore (1.5.4) is true. We’ve proved (a).

Corollary 1.5.2. Let E w � pA,C ,�,Hq be a weak categorical extension of A. Then for any
Hi,Hj,Hk P ObjpC q, a P HiprIq, b P Hjp rJq, and any rI, rJ P rJ with rJ clockwise to rI , the
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following diagram of preclosed operators commutes strongly.

Hk
Rpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk � Hj

Lpa,rIq
��� Lpa,rIq

���
Hi � Hk

Rpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi � Hk � Hj

(1.5.11)

Proof. The proof is similar to [Gui21a] theorem 3.12. Assume without loss of generality
that E w is vector-labeled. Write ξ � a, η � b. Then by theorem 1.5.1 and by the locality
and the functoriality in theorem 1.2.7, each of the following four diagrams commutes
strongly.

Hk
Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHj

Ψ�1
k,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk � Hj

L pξ,rIq
��� L pξ,rIq

��� L pξ,rIq
���

Hi bHk
Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk bHj

1ibΨ�1
k,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi b pHk � Hjq

Ψ�1
i,k

��� Ψ�1
i,kb1j

��� Ψ�1
i,k�j

���
Hi � Hk

Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � HkqbHj

Ψ�1
i�k,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi � Hk � Hj.

(1.5.12)

Define a unitary isomorphism Ψi,k,j : Hi � Hk � Hj Ñ Hi b Hk b Hj to be Ψi,k,j �
p1ibΨk,jqΨi,k�j � pΨi,kb1jqΨi�k,j . Identify Hi �Hk,Hk �Hj,Hi �Hk �Hj with Hib

Hk,Hk bHj,HibHk bHj via Ψi,k,Ψk,j,Ψi,k,j respectively. Then, after taking closures,
(1.5.11) becomes the upper left diagram of (1.5.12), which commutes strongly.

1.6 Weak left and right operators

Let C be as in section 1.4, and let E w � pA,C ,�,Hq be a weak categorical extension
of A.

Definition 1.6.1. A weak left operator of E w is a quadruple pA, x, rI,Hiq, where x is a
formal element, Hi P ObjpC q, rI P rJ , and for any Hk P ObjpC q, there is a smooth and
localizable operator Apx, rIq : H8

k Ñ pHi � Hkq8 such that the following conditions are
satisfied:
(a) If Hk,Hk1 P ObjpC q, G P HomApHk,Hk1q, then the following diagram commutes.

H8
k

GÝÝÝÑ H8
k1

Apx,rIq
��� Apx,rIq

���
pHi � Hkq8 1ibGÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hk1q8

(1.6.1)

(b) For any Hl,Hk P ObjpC q, rJ P rJ clockwise to rI , and any b P Hlp rJq, the following
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diagram commutes (non-necessarily adjointly).

H8
k

Rpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hlq8

Apx,rIq
��� Apx,rIq

���
pHi � Hkq8 Rpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hk � Hlq8

(1.6.2)

Similarly, a weak right operator of E w is a quadruple pB, y, rJ,Hjq, where y is a
formal element, Hj P ObjpC q, rJ P rJ , and for any Hk P ObjpC q, there is a smooth and
localizable operator Bpy, rJq : H8

k Ñ pHk � Hjq8, such that the following conditions
are satisfied:
(a) If Hk,Hk1 P ObjpC q, G P HomApHk,Hk1q, then the following diagram commutes.

H8
k

Bpy, rJqÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hjq8

G

��� Gb1j

���
H8

k1
Bpy, rJqÝÝÝÝÑ pHk1 � Hjq8

(1.6.3)

(b) For any Hl,Hk P ObjpC q, rI P rJ anticlockwise to rJ , and any a P HlprIq, the following
diagram commutes.

H8
k

Bpy, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hjq8

Lpa,rIq
��� Lpa,rIq

���
pHl � Hkq8 Bpy, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHl � Hk � Hjq8

(1.6.4)

Recall the functorial unitary isomorphism Ψ � Ψi,j : Hi �Hj Ñ HibHj defined in
theorem 1.5.1. We first state the main result of this section.

Theorem 1.6.2. Assume that C is rigid, i.e. any object in C has a dual object in C . Assume
also that E w is Möbius covariant.

(a) If pA, x, rI,Hiq is a weak left operator of E w and ξ � Apx, rIqΩ, then ξ P Hpr
i pIq, and for

any Hk P ObjpC q we have

Ψi,kApx, rIq|Hk
� L pξ, rIq|Hk

. (1.6.5)

(b) If pB, y, rJ,Hjq is a weak right operator of E w and η � Bpy, rJqΩ, then η P Hpr
j pJq, and

for any Hk P ObjpC q we have

Ψk,jBpy, rJq|Hk
� Rpη, rJq|Hk

. (1.6.6)

Since the proofs of (a) and (b) are similar, we shall only prove (a).

Proof. We first prove that if ξ P Hpr
i pIq, then (1.6.5) is true. So let us assume ξ � Apx, rIqΩ

is in Hpr
i pIq. Assume without loss of generality that E w is vector-labeled. Since HkprI 1q
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is a dense and QRI subspace of H8
k , it is a core for Apx, rIq|H8

k
. For each χ P HkprI 1q, we

compute:

Ψi,kApx, rIqχ � Ψi,kApx, rIqRpχ, rI 1qΩ � Ψi,kRpχ, rI 1qApx, rIqΩ � Ψi,kRpχ, rI 1qξ. (1.6.7)

Since ξ P H8
i , by theorem 1.5.1 (especially equation (1.5.3)), ξ is in the domain of

Rpχ, rI 1q|Hi
, and (1.6.7) equals Rpχ, rI 1qξ. Since ξ � L pξ, rIqΩ, we know that Ω is in

the domain of Rpχ, rI 1qL pξ, rIq|H0 . Clearly Ω is in the domain of Rpχ, rI 1q|H0 . There-
fore, by proposition 1.A.5-(a) and the locality in theorem 1.2.7, Ω is in the domain of
L pξ, rIqRpχ, rI 1q|H0 (equivalently, χ is in the domain of L pξ, rIq|Hk

), and (1.6.7) (which
equals Rpχ, rI 1qξ) equals L pξ, rIqRpχ, rI 1qΩ � L pξ, rIqχ. We conclude that HkprI 1q is in the

domain of L pξ, rIq|Hk
, and (1.6.5) holds when acting on the core HkprI 1q for Apx, rIq|Hk

.

In particular, we have Ψi,kApx, rIq|Hk
� L pξ, rIq|Hk

. On the other hand, by proposition
1.3.4, H8

k pI 1q is a core for L pξ, rIq|Hk
. Therefore (1.6.5) is proved.

That ξ P Hpr
i pIq is proved in lemma 1.6.4.

Corollary 1.6.3. Assume that C is rigid and E w is Möbius covariant. Let pA, x, rI,Hiq and
pB, y, rJ,Hjq be respectively weak left and right operators of E w, where rI is anticlockwise to rJ ,
and Hi,Hj P ObjpC q. Then these two operators commute strongly, in the sense that for any
Hk P ObjpC q, the following diagram of preclosed operators commutes strongly.

H8
k

Bpy, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hjq8

Apx,rIq
��� Apx,rIq

���
pHi � Hkq8 Bpy, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hk � Hjq8

(1.6.8)

Proof. As in the proof of corollary 1.5.2, the strong commutativity ofApx, rIq andBpy, rJq
follows from the functoriality of these two operators, theorem 1.6.2, and the strong
commutativity of L pξ, rIq and Rpη, rJq (where ξ � Apx, rIqΩ and η � Bpy, rJqΩ).

To prepare for the proof of ξ P Hpr
i pIq, we recall the geometric modular theory of

rigid categorical extensions proved in [Gui21b]. Consider the one parameter rotation

subgroup ρptq �
�
e

it
2 0

0 e
�it
2

�
and dilation subgroup δptq �

�
cosh t

2
� sinh t

2

� sinh t
2

cosh t
2



of

PSUp1, 1q. For each I P J , define δIptq � gδptqg�1 where g P PSUp1, 1q and gS1
� � I .

Then δI is well defined, δIptqpIq � I , and δptq � δS1�ptq. We lift ϱ and δ to one-parameter

subgroups of �PSUp1, 1q and denote them by the same symbols ϱ and δI .
Let RepfpAq be the braided C�-tensor subcategory of ReppAq of all dualizable

A-modules. Then for any Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq, one can find a dual object Hi P
ObjpRepfpAqq and evi,i P HomApHi bHi,H0q, evi,i P HomApHi bHi,H0q satisfying the
conjugate equations

pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq � 1i � p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq,
pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq � 1i � p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq,
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where we set coevi,i � ev�
i,i
, coevi,i � ev�

i,i
. Moreover, by [LR97] (see also [Yam04,

BDH14]), we may assume that the ev and coev to be standard, which means that the
following is also satisfied for any F P EndApHiq:

evi,ipF b 1iqcoevi,i � evi,ip1i b F qcoevi,i. (1.6.9)

Now, for each rI P rJ and Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq, we define unbounded operators
S
rI , FrI : Hi Ñ Hi with common domain HipIq by setting

S
rIξ � Lpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ, F

rIξ � Rpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ
for any ξ P HipIq. By [Gui21b] section 5, S

rI and F
rI are preclosed, whose closures are

denoted by the same symbols in the following. Then we have

F
rI � ϱp2πqS

rI , (1.6.10)
F
rI 1 � S�

rI
. (1.6.11)

Thus ∆
rI :� S�

rI
S
rI equals F �

rI
F
rI . Moreover, by [Gui21b] section 6, ∆

rI is independent of
argI and hence can be written as ∆I , and

∆it
I � δIp�2πtq. (1.6.12)

By [Gui21b] section 7, if Hi P ObjpRepfpAqq and ξ P Hi, then the following three
conditions are equivalent.

(a) coevi,iΩ is in the domain of pL pξ, rIq|Hi
q�.

(a’) coevi,iΩ is in the domain of pRpξ, rIq|Hi
q�.

(b) ξ is in the domain of ∆
1
2
I (which are also the domains of S

rI and F
rI).

Moreover, if any of them are true, then ξ P Hpr
i pIq, and

S
rIξ � L pξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ, F

rIξ � Rpξ, rIq�coevi,iΩ. (1.6.13)

Lemma 1.6.4. In theorem 1.6.2, we have ξ P Hpr
i pIq and η P Hpr

j pJq.

Proof. Recall ξ � Apx, rIqΩ. We prove ξ P Hpr
i pIq by proving that ξ is in the domain of

S
rI |Hi

. Assume without loss of generality that E w is vector labeled. We also assume
that Hi P ObjpC q. Choose any ν P HiprI 1q. Then, by proposition 1.4.4, ν P Hw

i
pI 1q �

Hpr

i
pI 1q. Moreover, since Rpν, rI 1q|H8

i
is smooth, by theorem 1.5.1, Rpν, rI 1q|Hi

is smooth.
So coevi,iΩ is in the domain of pRpν, rI 1q|Hi

q�. Therefore ν is in the domain of F
rI 1 � S�

rI
.

We compute

xS�
rI
ν|ξy � xF

rI 1ν|ξy
(1.6.13)ùùùùù xRpν, rI 1q�coevi,iΩ|ξy � xRpν, rI 1q�Ψ�coevi,iΩ|ξy

�xΨ�coevi,iΩ|Rpν, rI 1qξy � xΨ�coevi,iΩ|Rpν, rI 1qApx, rIqΩy
�xΨ�coevi,iΩ|Apx, rIqRpν, rI 1qΩy � xApx, rIq�Ψ�coevi,iΩ|νy, (1.6.14)

where we notice that Ψ�coevi,iΩ is in the domain of Apx, rIq� because Apx, rIq� is smooth
and Ψ�coevi,iΩ P pHi � Hiq8.
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By the Reeh-Schlieder property of E w, HiprI 1q is a dense subspace of Hi. By the
Möbius covariance of E w, we have δI 1p�2πtqHiprI 1q � HiprI 1q and hence ∆it

I 1HiprI 1q �
HiprI 1q for any t P R. Therefore, by proposition 1.A.3, HiprI 1q is a core for ∆

1
2

I 1 |Hi
and

hence for S�
rI
|Hi

� F
rI 1 |Hi

. Thus, we conclude from (1.6.14) that ξ P DpS
rI |Hi

q and S
rIξ �

Apx, rIq�Ψ�coevi,iΩ. This proves ξ P Hpr
i pIq.

1.7 Weak categorical local extensions

In this section, we assume that C is equipped with a braid operator ß so that
pC ,�, ßq is a braided C�-tensor category. In other words, we have a functorial ß, where
for each Hi,Hj P ObjpRq, ßi,j : Hi � Hj Ñ Hj � Hi is a unitary isomorphism, and ß
satisfies the Hexagon axioms. We also assume that C is semisimple, i.e., any module
Hi P ObjpC q is unitarily equivalent to a finite direct sum of irreducible A-modules in
C . If F is a set of A-modules in C , we say that F generates C if for any irreducible
Hi P ObjpC q, there exist Hi1 , . . . ,Hin P F such that Hi is equivalent to an (irreducible)
A-submodule of Hi1 � Hi2 � � � �� Hin .

Definition 1.7.1. Assume that the braided C�-tensor category pC ,�, ßq is semisimple
and F is a generating set of A-modules in C . Let H assign, to each rI P rJ ,Hi P F , a set
HiprIq such that HiprI1q � HiprI2q whenever rI1 � rI2. A weak categorical local extension
E w
loc � pA,F ,�,Hq of A associates, to any Hi P F ,Hk P ObjpC q, rI P rJ , a P HiprIq,

smooth and localizable operators

Lpa, rIq : Hk Ñ Hi � Hk,

Rpa, rIq : Hk Ñ Hk � Hi,

such for any Hi,Hj P F , Hk,Hk1 P ObjpC q, and rI, rJ, rI1, rI2 P rJ , the conditions in
definition 1.4.1 are satisfied. (The braid operator ß in the braiding axiom of definition
1.4.1 is assumed to be the same as that of C .) Moreover, we assume that for any
Hi1 , . . . ,Hin P F , Hk P ObjpC q, a1 P Hi1 , . . . , an P Hin , and rI P rJ , the smooth operator
Lpan, rIq � � �Lpa1, rIq|H8

k
is localizable. We say that E w

loc is Möbius covariant if (1.4.7) (or
equivalently, (1.4.8)) holds for any Hi P F ,Hl P ObjpC q, rI P rJ , a P HiprIq, η P H8

l , g P�PSUp1, 1q.
Definition 1.7.2. Let E w

loc be a categorical local extension. If Hi,Hj P F , rI P rJ , and
ai P HiprIq, aj P HjprIq, we say that ai is anticlockwise to aj if there exists rI1, rI2 � rI such
that rI2 is anticlockwise to rI1, ai P HiprI1q, and aj P HjprI2q.

Given Hi1 , . . . ,Hin P F , rI P rJ , and a1 P Hi1 , . . . an P Hin , we define Hin,...,i1prIq to be
the set of all pan, . . . , aiq P HinprIq� � � � �Hi1prIq such that am is anticlockwise to am�1 for
any m � 2, 3, . . . , n.

Proposition 1.7.3. For any pan, . . . , aiq P Hin,...,i1prIq,
Rpa1, rIq � � �Rpan, rIq|H8

k
� ßin�����i1,kLpan, rIq � � �Lpa1, rIq|H8

k
. (1.7.1)
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Proof. We prove this by induction on n. The case n � 1 is clear from the braiding
axiom. Suppose that the above equation is true for n � 1. Let Hl � Hin�1 � � � � � Hi1 .
Then, from the Hexagon axiom we have

ßin�����i1,k � ßin�l,k � pßin,k b 1lqp1in b ßl,kq.
Then, for any χ P H8

k ,

ßin�l,kLpan, rIq � � �Lpa1, rIqχ
�pßin,k b 1lqp1in b ßl,kqLpan, rIqLpan�1, rIq � � �Lpa1, rIqχ
�pßin,k b 1lqLpan, rIqßl,kLpan�1, rIq � � �Lpa1, rIqχ
�pßin,k b 1lqLpan, rIqRpa1, rIq � � �Rpan�1, rIqχ
�pßin,k b 1lqRpa1, rIq � � �Rpan�1, rIqLpan, rIqχ
�Rpa1, rIq � � �Rpan�1, rIqßin,kLpan, rIqχ
�Rpa1, rIq � � �Rpan�1, rIqRpan, rIqχ,

where we have used the functoriality of E w
loc in the third and sixth lines, induction

in the fourth line, weak locality in the fifth line, and the braiding axiom in the last
line.

Theorem 1.7.4. Any weak categorical local extension E w
loc � pA,F ,�,Hq can be extended to

a weak categorical local extension E w � pA,C ,�,Kq. Moreover, E w is Möbius covariant if
E w
loc is so.

Proof. Our construction of E w is similar to that in [Gui21a] theorem 3.15. For each
Hi P ObjpC q and rI P rJ , we define

KiprIqn � º
Hi1

,...,HinPF
HomApHin � � � �� Hi1 ,Hiq � Hin,...,i1prIq (1.7.2)

for each n � 1, 2, . . . , and define

KiprIq � º
nPZ�

KiprIqn. (1.7.3)

Then we have obvious inclusion KiprIq � Kip rJq when rI � rJ . A general element k P
KiprIq is of the form

k � pG, an, . . . , a1q,

where G P HomApHin � � � � � Hi1 ,Hiq and pan, . . . , a1q P Hin,...,i1prIq. We define for
each Hk P ObjpC q smooth operators Lpk, rIq : H8

k Ñ pHi � Hkq8 and Rpk, rIq : H8
k Ñ

pHk � Hiq8 by setting for each χ P H8
k that

Lpk, rIqχ � pGb 1kqLpan, rIq � � �Lpa1, rIqχ, (1.7.4)

Rpk, rIqχ � p1k bGqRpa1, rIq � � �Rpan, rIqχ. (1.7.5)
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By the functoriality of braiding, one has ßi,kpGb1kq � p1kbGqßin�����i1,k. This equation,
together with proposition 1.7.3, shows that Rpk, rIqχ � ßi,kLpk, rIqχ.

It is now a routine check that L and R satisfy all the axioms of a weak categorical
extension, and that E w is Möbius covariant if E w

loc is so. Note that the Neutrality fol-
lows from ßi,0 � 1i. To prove the Reeh-Schlieder property and the density of fusion
products, first prove them when Hi is irreducible and let G be a coisometry. To check
the weak locality, we choose rJ clockwise to rI , and k � pF, am, . . . , a1q, l � pG, bn, . . . , b1q
where pam, . . . , a1q P Him,...,i1prIq, pbn, . . . , b1q P Hjn,...,j1p rJq, and F P HomApHpi,Hiq, G P
HomApHpj,Hjq where H

pi � Him � � � � � Hi1 and H
pj � Hjn � � � � � Hj1 . Let A �

Lpam, rIq � � � ,Lpa1, rIq and B � Rpb1, rJq � � �Rpbn, rJq. Then A and B clearly commute
adjointly. So the adjoint commutativity of Lpk, rIq � pF b 1qA and Rpl, rJq � p1 b GqB
follows from that of the following matrix of diagrams.

H8
k

BÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � H
pjq8 1kbGÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHk � Hjq8

A

��� A

��� A

���
pH

pi � Hkq8 BÝÝÝÝÝÑ pH
pi � Hk � H

pjq8
1
pib1kbGÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pH

pi � Hk � Hjq8
Fb1k

��� Fb1kb1
pj

��� Fb1kb1j

���
pHi � Hkq8 BÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hk � H

pjq8 1ib1kbGÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi � Hk � Hjq8

Definition 1.7.5. A quadruple pA, x, rI,Hiq (resp. pB, y, rJ,Hjq) is called a weak left
(resp. right) operator of E w

loc � pA,F ,b,Hq if all the conditions in definition 1.6.1 are
satisfied, except that we assume Hl P F .8

From the construction of E w from E w
loc, it is clear that we have:

Theorem 1.7.6. Let E w be the weak categorical extension defined in the proof of theorem 1.7.4.
Then any weak left (resp. right) operator of E w

loc is also a weak left (resp. right) operator of E w.

Corollary 1.7.7. Corollary 1.6.3 holds verbatim with E w replaced by E w
loc.

1.A Strongly commuting closed operators

In this section, we prove some useful properties for strongly commuting closed
operators. We fix a Hilbert space H. Recall that if A is a closed operator (with dense
domain) on H with polar decomposition A � UH (H is positive and U is a partial
isometry) then we have left and right bounding projections tpsu, tqsu defined by qs �
χr0,sspHq and ps � UqsU

�. Note that psA � Aqs is bounded, and psA�A � psA
�Aps is

bounded and positive. The von Neumann algebra generated byA is the one generated
by U and all tpsu (equivalently, all tqsu). Two preclosed operators A,B are said to
commute strongly if the von Neumann algebras generated byA and byB commute. If

8Note that we do not assume Hi or Hj to be in F .
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A and B are bounded, then they commute strongly if and only if rA,Bs � rA�, Bs � 0,
namely, A commutes adjointly with B.

In the case that one of the two strongly commuting closed operators is bounded,
we have the following well known properties:

Proposition 1.A.1. Let A be closed and x be bounded on H. The following are equivalent:
(a) A commutes strongly with x.
(b) xA � Ax and x�A � Ax�.
(c) There is a core D for A such that x � A|D � A � x and x� � A|D � A � x�.

Proof. That (b)ðñ(c) is a routine check. (a) is clearly equivalent to (b) when x is uni-
tary. The general case follows from linearity. See for example [Gui19a] section B.1 for
more details.

Proposition 1.A.2. Let A be closed and x be bounded on H.
(a) If DpAxq is a dense subspace of H, then Ax is closed.
(b) If A commutes strongly with x, then DpAxq is dense.

Proof. Choose any ξ P H and a sequence of vectors ξn P DpAxq such that ξn Ñ ξ
and Axξn Ñ η. Then xξn P DpAq and xξn Ñ xξ. Since A is closed, we must have
xξ P DpAq and Axξ � η. This proves (a). (b) is true since Ax � xA and DpxAq � DpAq
is dense.

We prove the following result as an interesting application of the above proposi-
tions. The special case H � K is well-known, but we will use this result in the case
that H � log∆ and K � ∆� 1

2 (where ∆ is the modular operator).

Proposition 1.A.3. Let H,K be self-adjoint closed operators on H, and assume that K is
affiliated with the (abelian) von Neumann algebra generated by H . Suppose that D0 is a dense
subspace of H, that D0 � DpKq, and that eitHD0 � D0 for any t P R. Then D0 is a core for
K.

Proof. Let A0 � K|D0 and A � A0. Then A � K. We shall show DpKq � DpAq.
Since K commutes strongly with H , it also commutes strongly with each eitH . Since
eitHD0 � D0 and eitHK � KeitH , we actually have eitHA0 � A0e

itH . Therefore A
commutes strongly with each eitH , and hence with K.

Let tptu be the left (and also right) bounding projections of K. Then they commute
strongly with A. Thus, by proposition 1.A.2, Apt has dense domain and is a closed
operator. SinceApt � Kpt andKpt is continuous,Apt is continuous and closed, i.e. Apt
is an (everywhere defined) bounded operator. Therefore DpAptq � H; equivalently,
ptH � DpAq. Choose any ξ P DpKq. Then ptξ P DpAq, and as tÑ �8, we have ptξ Ñ ξ
and Aptξ � Kptξ � ptKξ Ñ Kξ. Thus ξ P DpAq and Aξ � Kξ.

We now study the case where neither of the two strongly commuting operators are
assumed to be bounded.

Lemma 1.A.4. Let A and B be strongly commuting closed operators on H. Let tpsu, tqsu
(resp. tetu, tftu) be the left and the right bounding projections of A (resp. B). Then for any
ξ P DpA�Aq XDpB�Bq, the following limits exist and are equal:

lim
s,tÑ�8

AqsBftξ � lim
s,tÑ�8

BftAqsξ (1.A.1)
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Proof. Since the bounded operators Aqs and Bft are in the von Neumann algebras
generated by A and by B respectively, we have rAqs, Bfts � rpAqsq�, Bfts � 0. For any
s1, s2, t1, t2 ¡ 0, we set s � mints1, s2u, t � mintt1, t2u, and compute

xAqs1Bft1ξ|Aqs2Bft2ξy � xqs2A�Aqs1Bft1ξ|Bft2ξy � xBft1qs2A�Aqs1ξ|Bft2ξy
�xqs2A�Aqs1ξ|ft1B�Bft2ξy � xqsA�Aξ|ftB�Bξy

which converges to xA�Aξ|B�Bξy when mints1, s2, t1, t2u Ñ �8. Therefore
∥Aqs1Bft1ξ � Aqs2Bft2ξ∥2 converges to 0 as mints1, s2, t1, t2u Ñ �8. This proves the
existence of limits.

As shown below, strong commutativity implies weak commutativity.

Proposition 1.A.5. Let A and B be strongly commuting closed operators on H. Let ξ P H.
(a) If ξ P DpABq XDpAq, then ξ P DpBAq, and ABξ � BAξ.
(b) If ξ P DpA�Aq XDpB�Bq, then ξ P DpABq XDpBAq, and ABξ � BAξ are equal to

the limit (1.A.1).

Proof. Let tpsu, tqsu, tetu, tftu be as in lemma 1.A.4.
(a) Choose any ξ P DpABq X DpAq. Since Aqs is bounded and commutes strongly

with B, by proposition 1.A.1 we have AqsB � BAqs. In particular, AqsDpBq � DpBq.
Therefore Aqsξ P DpBq. As s Ñ �8, we have Aqsξ � psAξ Ñ Aξ, and BAqsξ �
AqsBξ � psABξ Ñ ABξ. Thus, by the closedness of B, we have Aξ P DpBq and
BAξ � ABξ.

(b) Assume ξ P DpA�Aq X DpB�Bq. Let η be the limit (1.A.1). Choose any ε ¡ 0.
Then there exists N ¡ 0 such that whenever t, s ¡ N , we have ∥η � AqsBftξ∥  ε.
Choose any s ¡ N . Since Aqs is bounded and limtÑ�8Bftξ � limtÑ�8 etBξ � Bξ,
there exists t ¡ N such that ∥AqsBftξ �AqsBξ∥  ε. Therefore ∥η �AqsBξ∥  2ε. Since
this is true for arbitrary s ¡ N , we have proved that limsÑ�8AqsBξ � η. Clearly
qsBξ P DpAq. Since limsÑ�8 qsBξ � Bξ, we conclude that Bξ P DpAq, and η � ABξ.
Similar arguments show ξ P DpBAq and η � BAξ.

Lemma 1.A.6. Let A1, A2, B1, B2 be closed operators on H, and let ξ1, ξ2 P H. Assume
that for each i, j P t1, 2u, Ai commutes strongly with Bj , and ξi is inside the domains of
A�

iAi, B
�
i Bi. Then ξi P DpAiBiq and AiBiξi � BiAiξi for any i P t1, 2u, and

xA1B1ξ1|A2B2ξ2y �
$&%

xA�
2A1ξ1|B�

1B2ξ2y if ξ1 P DpA�
2A1q, ξ2 P DpB�

1B2q

xB�
2B1ξ1|A�

1A2ξ2y if ξ1 P DpB�
2B1q, ξ2 P DpA�

1A2q
. (1.A.2)

Proof. Assume that for each i � 1, 2, ξi is inside the domains of A�
iAi, B

�
i Bi. Assume

also that ξ1 P DpA�
2A1q, ξ2 P DpB�

1B2q. Then ξi P DpAiBiq and AiBiξi � BiAiξi by
proposition 1.A.5. Let tp1t u, tp2t u, te1t u, te2t u be respectively the left bounding projections
of A1, A2, B1, B2. Similarly, let tq1t u, tq2t u, tf 1

t u, tf 2
t u be respectively the right bounding

projections of A1, A2, B1, B2. For any s1, s2, t1, t2 ¡ 0, we set

c1 � xA1B1ξ1|A2B2ξ2y, c2 � xA�
2A1ξ1|B�

1B2ξ2y,
c3 � xA1q

1
s1
B1f

1
t1
ξ1|A2q

2
s2
B2f

2
t2
ξ2y, c4 � xq2s2A�

2A1ξ1|f 1
t1
B�

1B2ξ2y.
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Choose any ε ¡ 0. Then by proposition 1.A.5-(b), there exists N ¡ 0 such that when-
ever s1, s2, t1, t2 ¡ N , we have |c1 � c3|   ε. Using the strong commutativity (equiva-
lently, adjoint commutativity for bounded operators) of Aiq

i
si

and Bjf
j
tj , one has

c3 � xq2s2A�
2A1q

1
s1
ξ1|f 1

t1B
�
1B2f

2
t2
ξ2y � xq2s2A�

2p
1
s1
A1ξ1|f 1

t1B
�
1 e

2
t2
B2ξ2y.

Choose s2, t1 ¡ N such that |c4 � c2|   ε. Since q2s2A
� and f 1

t1B
�
1 are bounded, we can

find s1, t2 ¡ N such that |c3 � c4|   ε. Therefore |c1 � c2|   3ε. Since ε is arbitrary, we
conclude c1 � c2. This proves the first of (1.A.2). The second one is proved similarly.

The following was proved in [Gui21a] lemma 4.17.

Lemma 1.A.7. Let P pz1, � � � , zmq and Qpζ1, � � � , ζnq be polynomials of z1, . . . , zm and
ζ1, . . . , ζn respectively. Let D be a self-adjoint positive operator on H, and set H8 ��

nPZ¥0
DpDnq. Choose preclosed operators A1, . . . , Am and B1, . . . , Bn on H with common

invariant (dense) domain H8. Assume that there exists ε ¡ 0 such that eitDAre
�itD commutes

strongly with Bs for any r � 1, . . . ,m, s � 1, . . . , n, and t P p�ε, εq. Assume also that the
unbounded operators A � P pA1, � � � .Amq, B � QpB1, � � � , Bnq (with common domain H8)
are preclosed. Then A commutes strongly with B.

2 Application to vertex operator algebras

We assume that the readers are familiar with the basics of unitary vertex operator
algebras (VOAs) and their representations (modules) [CKLW18, DL14], and the inter-
twining operators of VOAs [FHL93]. We follow basically the notations in [Gui19a]
chapter 1, in which all the relevant definitions and properties are presented.

Let V be a unitary simple (equivalently, CFT-type [CKLW18]) VOA V . Then the
pre-Hilbert space V (with inner product x�|�y9) has orthogonal grading V �ÀnPN V pnq
where V p0q is spanned by the vacuum vector Ω, and dimV pnq   �8. For any v P V ,
we write the vertex operator as Y pv, zq � °nPZ Y pvqnz�n�1 where z P C� � C � t0u,
and Y pvqn is a linear map on V , called the n-th mode of Y pv, zq. Let ν P V p2q be the
conformal vector. Then tLn � Y pνqn�1 : n P Zu form a Virasoro algebra with central
charge c ¥ 0. We have L0|V pnq � n1V pnq.

A V -module Wi has grading Wi � À
nPRWipnq where each Wipnq is finite-

dimensional, and dimWipnq � 0 when n is small enough. For each v P V we also
have a vertex operator Yipv, zq � °

nPZ Yipvqnz�n�1 where each Yipvqn P EndpWiq.
tLn � Yipνqn�1 : n P Zu form a representation of the Virasoro algebra on Wi with the
same central charge c. We have L0|Wipnq � n1Wipnq for each n P R. A vector wpiq P Wi

is called homogeneous if wpiq P Wipsq for some s P R. In this case we say that s is the
conformal weight of wpiq. If moreover L1w

piq � 0, then wpiq is called quasi-primary; if
Lnw

piq � 0 for all n ¡ 0, thenwpiq is called primary. WhenWi is a unitary V -module, the
grading Wi �

À
nPRWipnq is orthogonal, dimWipnq � 0 when n   0, and L:n � L�n.10

V itself is a V -module, called the vacuum V -module, and is sometimes denoted byW0.
9All inner products are assumed to be non-degenerate.

10In this chapter, if A is a linear map from a pre-Hilbert space M to another one N , then A: (if exists)
is the unique linear map from N to M satisfying xAµ|νy � xµ|A:νy for any µ P M,ν P N .
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We assume that any irreducible V -module Wi is unitarizable, i.e., the vector space
Wi admits a (unique up to scalar multiple) inner product under which Wi becomes a
unitary V -module. Such V is called strongly unitary.

For any V -modules Wi,Wj,Wk, we let V
�

k
i j

�
be the vector space of type

�
Wk

WiWj

� ��
k
i j

�
intertwining operators of V . Then for any Y P V

�
k
i j

�
and any wpiq P Wi, we have

Ypwpiq, zq � °sPR Ypwpiqqsz�s�1 where each Ypwpiqqs is a linear map from Wj to Wk. We
say that Wi,Wj,Wk are respectively the charge space, the source space, and the target
space of Y . We say that Y is a unitary (resp. irreducible) intertwining operator if all
Wi,Wj,Wk are unitary (resp. irreducible) V -modules. Note that Yi P V

�
i
0 i

� � V
�

Wi

W0Wi

�
and, in particular, Y P V

�
0
0 0

�
.

2.1 Polynomial energy bounds

Suppose that Y P V
�

k
i j

�
is unitary. Let wpiq P Wi be homogeneous. Given a ¥ 0,

we say that Ypwpiq, zq11 satisfies a-th order energy bounds, if there exist M, b ¥ 0, such
that for any s P R, wpjq P Wj ,

∥Ypwpiqqswpjq∥¤Mp1� |s|qb∥p1� L0qawpjq∥. (2.1.1)

1-st order energy bounds are called linear energy bounds. We say that Ypwpiq, zq is
energy-bounded if satisfies a-th order energy bounds for some a, that Y is energy-
bounded if Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded for any homogeneous wpiq P Wi, that a uni-
tary V -module Wi is energy-bounded if Yi is an energy-bounded intertwining opera-
tor, that V is energy-bounded if the vacuum module W0 is energy-bounded. We say
that V is strongly energy-bounded if (the vertex operator of) any irreducible unitary
V -module is energy-bounded. We say that V is completely energy-bounded if any
irreducible unitary intertwining operator of V is energy-bounded.

The following is [Gui19a] corollary 3.7-(b).

Proposition 2.1.1. Let Y P V
�

k
i j

�
be unitary and assume that Wi is irreducible. If Ypwpiq, zq

is energy-bounded for some non-zero homogeneous wpiq P Wi, then Y is an energy-bounded
intertwining operator.

We shall define smeared intertwining operators and recall some basic properties.
See [Gui19b] chapter 3 and [Gui21a] section 4.4 for details. For each unitary V -module
Wi we let Hi be the Hilbert space completion of the pre-Hilbert space Wi. We set

H8
i �

£
nPZ�

DpL0
nq.

This notation will coincide with the previous one defined for conformal net modules
after Hi is equipped with a natural structure of conformal net module. For any rI �
pI, argIq P rJ and f P C8

c pIq , we call rf � pf, argIq a (smooth) arg-valued function
on S1 with support inside rI , and let C8

c prIq be the set of all such rf . If rI � rJ P rJ ,
then C8

c prIq is naturally a subspace of C8
c p rJq by identifying each pf, arg Iq P C8

c prIq
11Here, z is understood as a variable but not as a concrete complex number.
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with pf, arg Jq. Now, assume that Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded. rI � pI, argIq P rJ , andrf � pf, argIq P C8
c prIq , we define the smeared intertwining operator Ypwpiq, rfq

Ypwpiq, rfq � »
argIpIq

Ypwpiq, eiθqfpeiθq � e
iθ

2π
dθ (2.1.2)

which indeed maps Wj into H8
k . Regarding Ypwpiq, rfq as an unbounded operator from

Hj to Hk with domain Wj , then Ypwpiq, rfq is preclosed, and its closure contains H8
j .

Moreover, we have

Ypwpiq, rfqH8
j � H8

k , Ypwpiq, rfq�H8
k � H8

j ,

i.e., Ypwpiq, rfq is smooth. In the following, we will always denote by Ypwpiq, rfq the restric-
tion of the closed operator Ypwpiq, rfq to the core H8

j . Then the formal adjoint Ypwpiq, rfq:
exists, which is the restriction of Ypwpiq, rfq� to H8

k .
It was proved in [Gui19a] lemma 3.8 that if Ypwpiq, zq satisfies a-th order energy

bounds, then for any p ¥ 0, there exists M ¥ 0 such that for any rf and η P H8
j ,∥∥p1� L0

pqYpwpiq, rfqη∥∥ ¤M
∥∥p1� L0

pa�pqqη∥∥.
As a consequence, any product of (finitely many) energy-bounded smeared intertwin-
ing operators is bounded by a scalar multiple of 1� L0

r
for some r ¥ 0. By [CKLW18]

lemma 7.2, L0
r

is localizable (if the action of rotation group is defined by ϱptq � eitL0).
Thus we have:

Proposition 2.1.2. If A is a product of smooth operators of the form Ypwpiq, rfq where Y is
a unitary intertwining operator and Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded, then A is (smooth and)
localizable.

If v P V is homogeneous, and Yipv, zq is energy-bounded, then the smeared vertex
operator Yipv, rfq is independent of the argument argI . So we will write it as Yipv, fq
instead.

2.2 Möbius and conformal covariance

We discuss the Möbius and conformal covariance of smeared intertwining opera-
tors. First, by [TL99], for any unitary V -module Wi, the action of Virasoro algebra on
Wi can be integrated to a unitary representation of GAV

on Hi. More precisely, con-
sider the Lie algebra VecpS1q of Diff�pS1q and its universal cover G , which is the Lie
algebra of (global and smooth) vector fields on S1. Let VecCpS1q be the complexifica-
tion of VecpS1q, which has a natural �-structure (involution) preserving the elements in
iVecpS1q. Let en P C8pS1q be defined by enpeiθq � einθ for any n P Z. Define for each
n P Z,

ln � �ien BBθ P VecCpS1q.
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Then l�n � l�n. If f � °nPZ pfnen P C8
c pS1q (where each pfn P C), we define

T pfq �
¸
nPZ

pfnln�1 P VecCpS1q.

Then iT pfq P VecpS1q if and only if e�1f is real. In that case, we can exponentiate iT pfq
to an element exppiT pfqq in G . For instance, we have

ϱptq � exppitl0q, δptq � exppt l1 � l�1

2
q.

By [TL99] section 2, if Yipv, zq satisfies linear energy bounds and Yipfq: � Yipfq,
then Yipv, fq is essentially self-adjoint (i.e. Yipfq is self-adjoint). For the conformal
vector ν, the vertex operator Yipν, zq satisfies linear energy bounds by [BS90] section
2. Moreover, when e1f is real, Yipν, fq: � Yipν, fq. So Yipν, fq is self-adjoint. By [TL99]
theorem 5.2.1, there exists a unique strongly continuous projective representation Ui

of G on Hi such that for any f P C8pS1q where e1f is real, eiYipν,fq is a representing
element of UipexppiT pfqqq. We write U0 as U .12 Then, as in section 1.1, one can use
(1.1.1) to define a central extension GAV

of G associated U : G ñ H0. The natural
action of GAV

on H0 is also denoted by U . By (the proof of) [Gui21a] proposition 4.9,
we have:

Proposition 2.2.1. The continuous projective representation Ui : G ñ Hi can be lifted
uniquely to a unitary representation of GAV

on Hi, denoted also by Ui, such that for any
g P GAV

, if there exist λ P C (where |λ| � 1) and f P C8pS1q (where e�1f is real) such that
the image of g in G is exppiT pfqq, and that Upgq � λeiY pν,fq, then Uipgq � λeiYipν,fq.

Let g P GAV
. If rI P rJ and rf P C8

c prIq, we define

rf � g�1 � pf � g�1, arggIq P C8
c pgrIq (2.2.1)

where arggI is defined by grI � pgI, arggIq. Recall that GAV
is acting on S1. So f�g�1pzq �

fpg�1zq for any z P S1. Define Bzg�1 to be a smooth function on S1 by setting

pBzg�1qpeiθq � Bpg�1eiθq
ieiθBθ . (2.2.2)

This function depends only on the image πpgq of g in Diff�pS1q. (In the case that πpg�1q
is analytic near S1, Bzg�1 is just the ordinary derivative of the analytic function πpg�1q.)
We also define arg

�pBzg�1qpeiθq� as follows: Choose any map γ : r0, 1s Ñ GAV
sat-

isfying γp0q � 1, γp1q � g such that γ descends to a (continuous) path in Diff�pS1q.
Let arg

�pBzγp0q�1qpeiθq� be 0 and let the argument of pBzγptq�1qpeiθq change continu-
ously as t varies from 0 to 1. Then arg

�pBzg�1qpeiθq� is defined to be the argument of
pBzγp1q�1qpeiθq. Using this arg-value, one can define a smooth function pBzg�1qλ for all
λ P C, where pBzg�1qλpeiθq � �pBzg�1qpeiθq�λ. We understand

pBzg�1qλ � p rf � g�1q � ppBzg�1qλ � pf � g�1q, arggIq
12After constructing a conformal net AV from V , U will be the projective representation making AV

conformal covariant.
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to be in C8
c pgrIq.

The following can be proved in essentially the same way as [CKLW18] proposition
6.4. Note that by the fact that G is generated by elements of the form g � exppiT pfqq
(see for instance [Gui21a] proposition 2.2), and that for any such g, Uipgq is smooth (cf.
[TL99] proposition 2.1), we conclude that Uipgq is smooth for any g P GAV

.

Proposition 2.2.2. Let Y P V
�

k
i j

�
be a unitary intertwining operator, let wpiq P Wi be quasi-

primary with (necessarily non-negative) conformal weight d, and assume that Ypwpiq, zq is
energy-bounded. Then, for any g P�PSUp1, 1q, the following holds when acting on H8

j .

UkpgqYpwpiq, rfqUjpgq� � Ypwpiq, pBzg�1qp1�dq � p rf � g�1qq. (2.2.3)

If wpiq is primary, then (2.2.3) holds for any g P GAV
. If wpiq is homogeneous but not assumed

to be quasi-primary, then (2.2.3) holds for any g inside the rotation subgroup.

In this article, the above proposition will be used only when g is an element inside
the rotation subgroup ϱ or dilation subgroup δ. (Note that these two subgroups gener-
ate �PSUp1, 1q.) When g � ϱptq, this proposition is also proved in [Gui19a] proposition
3.15. The calculations there can be easily adapted to prove the case g � δptq.

2.3 Strong locality and intertwining property

Assume that V is strongly energy-bounded. The following theorem follows from
[Gui19a] propositions 2.13 and 3.13. (See also the proof of [Gui19a] proposition 3.16.)

Theorem 2.3.1 (Weak intertwining property). Let Y P V
�

k
i j

�
be a unitary intertwining

operator. Suppose that wpiq P Wi is homogeneous and Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded. Then for
any rI P rJ , J P J disjoint from rI , rf P C8

c prIq, g P C8
c pJq, and homogeneous v P V , the

following diagram commutes adjointly.

H8
j

Yjpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8
j

Ypwpiq, rfq
��� ���Ypwpiq, rfq

H8
k

Ykpv,gqÝÝÝÝÑ H8
k

(2.3.1)

Let E be a set of homogenous vectors in V . Given a homogeneous wpiq P Wi such
that Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded, we say that Ypwpiq, zq satisfies the E-strong inter-
twining property, if for any rI P rJ , J P J disjoint from rI , f P C8

c prIq, g P C8
c pJq, and

v P E, diagram 2.3.1 commutes strongly. It is called the strong intertwining property
if E is the set of all homogeneous vectors of V . We say that Y satisfies the strong in-
tertwining property if Ypwpiq, zq is so for any homogeneous wpiq P Wi. We say that V is
E-strongly local [CKLW18] if any homogeneous v P E satisfies the strong intertwining
property, and that V is strongly local if E consists of all homogeneous vectors.

We now review the construction of conformal nets from VOAs. We say that E
generates V if the smallest subspace of V containing E and invariant under all Y pvqn
(where v P E, n P Z) is V . We say that E is quasi-primary if all the vectors in E are
quasi-primary. A generating and quasi-primary set of vectors always exists:
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Proposition 2.3.2 ([CKLW18] Prop.6.6). If E is the set of all quasi-primary vectors in V ,
then E generates V .

Proof. Use the fact that Y pL�1vqn � �nY pvqn�1 (by the translation property) and that
any homogeneous v P V equals Ln

�1u for some u P N and quasi-primary u.

To construct a conformal net from V , we let the vacuum Hilbert space be H0 (the
completion of V � W0), and let Ω P V be the vacuum vector. For each I P J , define
AEpIq to be the von Neumann algebra on H0 generated by all Y pv, fq where v P E and
f P C8

c pIq. Let AE be the family I P J ÞÑ AEpIq. The following two theorems are due
to [CKLW18].

Theorem 2.3.3. Suppose that E is quasi-primary and generates V , and V is E-strongly local.
Then AE is a conformal net, where the continuous projective representation of Diff�pS1q is
defined by U .13

Theorem 2.3.4 ([CKLW18] Thm. 8.1). Suppose that E is quasi-primary and generates V ,
and V is E-strongly local. Then V is strongly local, and AE � AV .

Proof. We sketch a proof using the methods in section 1.6. Choose any I P J . Let v P V
be homogeneous and f P C8

c pIq. We want to show that A � Y pv, fq is affiliated with
AEpIq. Set ξ � AΩ, and define Aξ to be the unbounded operator on H0 with domain
AEpI 1qΩ such that AξyΩ � yξ for any y P AEpI 1q.

We first show thatAξ is preclosed. The proof is similar to that of lemma 1.6.4. Let SI

and SI 1 be the S operators associated to pAEpIq,Ωq and pAEpI 1q,Ωq respectively. Then,
by Tomita-Takesaki theory, SI 1 � S�I , and Aξ is preclosed if ξ P DpSIq (cf. [Gui21b]
proposition 7.1). Let Q be the algebra of operators with domain H8

0 generated by all
Y pu, gq and Y pu, gq: where u P E and g P C8

c pI 1q. Then a standard argument using
Schwarz reflection principle shows that QΩ is dense in H8

0 . (See the first paragraph
of the proof of [CKLW18] theorem 8.1.) Moreover, since each B P Q is smooth, Ω P
DpB�q. Let η � BΩ and set Bη : xΩ P AEpIqΩ ÞÑ xη. Since B commutes strongly with
all x P A8

E pIq and hence with all x P AEpIq, we have Bη � B. (Indeed one has Bη � B;
see the second paragraph or proposition 1.4.4.) So B� � B�

η , which implies Ω P DpB�
η q.

By [Gui21b] proposition 7.1, η P DpSI 1q � DpS�I q, and S�I η � B�
ηΩ. Note that η � BΩ

and B�Ω � B�
ηΩ. Using the (weak) commutativity of A and B due to theorem 2.3.1,

we compute

xS�IBΩ|ξy � xB�Ω|AΩy � xΩ|BAΩy � xΩ|ABΩy � xA�Ω|BΩy.
By the Möbius covariance of smeared vertex operators, QΩ is invariant under the ac-
tion of δI 1 . Thus, by the Bisognano-Wichmann property, it is invariant under ∆it

I 1 where
∆I 1 � SIS

�
I . Thus QΩ is a core for S�I by proposition 1.A.3. This shows that ξ P DpSIq

and SIξ � A�Ω. So Aξ is preclosed.
We let Aξ be the closure of the original operator, and prove Aξ � A using the

method in theorem 1.6.2. Note that each B P Q has domain H8
0 and is a product of

smeared vertex operators commuting strongly with elements in AEpIq. Therefore, for
each x P A8

E pIq, we have xB � Bx, x�B � Bx�. Thus x commutes strongly with B. By

13More precisely, it is the restriction of U from G to Diff�pS1q.
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corollary 1.3.3, A8
E pIq is �-strongly dense in AEpIq. This shows that elements in AEpIq

commute strongly with B. Therefore, Aξ commutes strongly with B. Since Ω is in the
domains of BAξ and B, by proposition 1.A.5-(a), Ω P DpAξBq and AξBΩ � BAξΩ �
Bξ. Since ABΩ � BAΩ � Bξ, we have AξBΩ � ABΩ for any B P Q. Therefore, Aξ

equals A when acting on QΩ. By rotation covariance, QΩ is QRI, and hence is a core
for A. So A � Aξ. Since A8

E pI 1qΩ is a core for Aξ (by the fact that A8
E pI 1q is strongly

dense in AEpI 1q), and since A8
E pI 1qΩ � H8

0 , we must have A � Aξ. Thus A is affiliated
with AEpIq.

We now discuss the relation between unitary V -modules and AV -modules. To be-
gin with, suppose that M is a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, and pπ,Kq
is a normal representation of M on another Hilbert space H. If A is a closed operator
on H affiliated with M, then we can define πpAq to be a preclosed operator on K af-
filiated with πpMq as follows. Let A � UH be the polar decomposition of A with U
unitary and H positive. Let πpHq be the generator of the one parameter group πpeitHq.
Then we set πpAq � πpUqπpHq. πpAq is described by the fact that TA � πpAqT for any
bounded linear operator T : H Ñ K intertwining the actions of M. We note that the
ranges of all such T span a dense subspace of K; equivalently, the projection of H `K
onto H has central support 1 in the commutant of Mñ pH ` Kq. If M is type III and
H,K are separable, there exists a unitary T .

Following [CWX], when V is strongly local, we say that a unitary V -module Wi is
strongly integrable if there exists a (necessarily unique) representation πi of AV on Hi,
such that for any homogeneous v P V and any I P J , f P C8

c pIq,

πi,IpY pv, fqq � Yipv, fq. (2.3.2)

Of course, the vacuum module W0 is strongly integrable. Clearly we have:

Lemma 2.3.5. If V is strongly local and Wi is strongly integrable, then for any homogeneous
v P V , Yipv, zq satisfies the strong intertwining property.

Proof. If I, J P J are disjoint, and f P C8
c pIq, g P C8

c pJq, then for any homogeneous
u, v P V , Yipv, fq is affiliated with πi,IpAV pIqq and Yipu, gq is affiliated with πi,IpAV pJqq.
Thus they commute strongly.

The following was proved in [Gui21a] proposition 4.9.

Proposition 2.3.6. If V is strongly local and Wi is strongly integrable, then the unique
strongly continuous unitary representation Ui : GAV

ñ Hi making pHi, πiq conformal co-
variant agrees with the one in proposition 2.2.1.

We are also interested in a weaker notion: Suppose that E is generating and quasi-
primary, then Wi is called E-strongly integrable if there exists a (necessarily unique)
πi such that (2.3.2) holds only when v P E. The following proposition can be proved
in the same way as [Gui19b] theorem 4.8.14 The main idea is to use the phases of (the

14The first paragraph of step 2 of the proof of [Gui19b] theorem 4.8. checks that the linearly energy-
bounded intertwining operator satisfies the strong intertwining property. Here we already assume the
strong intertwining property. So that paragraph can be skipped when proving proposition 2.3.7.
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closures of) the smeared intertwining operators Ypwpiq, rfq to construct many bounded
linear operators Tα satisfying the commutativity relations in [Gui19b] proposition 4.7
for any v P E.

Proposition 2.3.7. Let E be a generating set of quasi-primary vectors in V . Suppose that
V is strongly local (equivalently, E-strongly local). Let Y P V

�
k
i j

�
be a non-zero unitary

intertwining operator, and assume that Wi,Wj,Wk are irreducible. Suppose that Wj is E-
strongly integrable, and that there exists a non-zero homogeneous vector wpiq P Wi such that
Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded and satisfies the E-strong intertwining property. Then Wk is
E-strongly integrable.

The following proposition is a variant of theorem 2.3.4.

Proposition 2.3.8. In proposition 2.3.7, if Wj is strongly-integrable, then Ypwpiq, zq satisfies
the strong intertwining property, and Wk is strongly integrable.

Proof. Let πj, πk be the AV -modules defined by the E-strongly integrable unitary V -
modules Wj,Wk respectively. Choose any rI, rJ P rJ with rJ clockwise to rI , rf P C8

c prIq,
g P C8

c pJq, and homogeneous v P V . Let A � Ypwpiq, fq, B � Y pv, gq, Bj � Yjpv, gq,
Bk � Ykpv, gq. By the fact that Ypwpiq, zq satisfies the E-strong intertwining property,
and that all Y pu, gq (where u P E, g P C8

c pJq) generate AV pJq (cf. theorem 2.3.4), we
have πk,JpyqA � Aπj,Jpyq for any y P AV pJq. In other words, the diagram

Hj
πj,J pyqÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj

A

��� ���A

Hk
πk,J pyqÝÝÝÝÑ Hk

(2.3.3)

commutes strongly for any y P AV pJq, and hence for any y affiliated with AV pJq. In
particular, this is true when we take y to be B.

Since Wj is strongly integrable, we have πj,JpBq � Bj . Therefore, to finish proving
the proposition, it remains to check that πk,JpBq � Bk. Choose any η P H8

j . Since both
πj,JpBq � Bj and A are smooth, η is in the domains of A�A and B�

jBj . By the strong
commutativity of (2.3.3) (with y � B) and proposition 1.A.5-(b), η is in the domains of
πk,JpBqA and ABj , and πk,JpBqAη � ABjη. Since BkA � ABj when acting on H8

j (by
theorem 2.3.1), we conclude that πk,JpBq equals Bk when acting on the subspace W of
H8

k spanned by vectors of the form Ypwpiq, rfqη where rf P C8
c prIq and η P H8

j . By step 1
of the proof of [Gui19b] theorem 4.8 or the proof of [Gui21a] proposition 4.12, W is a
dense subspace of H8

k . By proposition 2.2.2, W is QRI. Therefore, by proposition 2.1.2,
W is a core for Bk. We conclude Bk � πk,JpBq.

Now set η � BΩ. Since B commutes strongly with AV pJ 1q, we have η P Hpr
0 pJq

and Rpη, rJq|H0 � B. Note that B is localizable by proposition 2.1.2. Since A8
V pJ 1qΩ is a

dense and QRI subspace of H8
0 , it is a core forB. Since A8

V pJ 1qΩ � AV pJ 1qΩ � H0pJ 1q �
DpRpη, rJq|H0q, we must have Rpη, rJq|H0 � B. It is easy to see that πk,JpRpη, rJq|H0q �
Rpη, rJq|Hk

. (For example, choose µ P HkpIq such that Lpµ, rIq|H0 is unitary. Then,
use the fact that the representation πk,J of AV pJq and the closed operator Rpη, rJq|Hk

are unitarily equivalent to π0,J and Rpη, rJq|H0 respectively under the unitary operator
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Lpµ, rIq|H0 .) Thus πk,JpBq � Rpη, rJq|Hk
, which, by proposition 1.3.4, has a core H8

k pJ 1q.
Since H8

k pJ 1q is a subspace of H8
k � DpBkq, we conclude πk,JpBq � Bk.

Remark 2.3.9. Proposition 2.3.8 can be used in the following way. Assume E � V is
generating and quasi-primary. Given a unitary Wk, if we can find irreducible unitary
V -modules Wk0 � W0,Wk1 , . . . ,Wkn�1 ,Wkn � Wk such that for each 1 ¤ m ¤ n, Wkm�1

and Wkm are connected by a non-zero unitary intertwining operator Ym P V
�

km
im km�1

�
where Wim is irreducible, and if there exists a non-zero quasi-primary wm P Wim such
that Ympwm, zq is energy-bounded and satisfies the E-strong intertwining property.
Then each Ympwm, zq satisfies the strong intertwining property, and Wk is strongly
integrable.

2.4 The rigid braided C�-tensor categories RepupV q and C

We assume that V is regular, or equivalently, rational and C2-cofinite. For the def-
initions of these notions and the proof of equivalence, see [ABD04]. In this case, there
are only finitely many inequivalent irreducible V -modules ([Hua05b] Cor. 6.6). Conse-
quently, any V -module is a finite direct sum of irreducible ones. Moreover, any V

�
k
i j

�
is finite dimensional ([Hua05a] theorem 3.1 and remark 3.8).

By [HL95a, HL95b, HL95c, Hua95, Hua05a] or (under a slightly stronger condition)
[NT05], the category ReppV q of V -modules form a ribbon braided tensor category. A
sketch of the construction of braided tensor structure can be found in [Gui19a] section
2.4 or [Gui21a] section 4.1. We let � denote the tensor (fusion) bifunctor, and let ß
denote the braiding. � is defined in such a way that for any Wi,Wj,Wk P ObjpReppV qq
there is a natural isomorphism of vector spaces

V
�
k

i j



� HomV pWi �Wj,Wkq (2.4.1)

Moreover, by [Hua05b, Hua08a, Hua08b], ReppV q is a modular tensor category.
Let RepupV q be the C�-category of unitary V -modules. Since V is assumed to be

strongly unitary, RepupV q is equivalent to ReppV q as linear categories. If Wi,Wj are
unitary, then Wi �Wj is a unitarizable V -module. One needs to choose a correct uni-
tary V -module structure on each Wi � Wj making RepupV q a unitary (i.e. C�-) tensor
category. This amounts to finding the correct inner product on each V

�
k
i j

�
. This was

achieved in [Gui19a, Gui19b]. In these two papers, we defined a (necessarily non-
degenerate and Hermitian) sesquilinear form Λ on each V

�
k
i j

�
, called the invariant

sesquilinear form. We say that a strongly unitary regular VOA V is completely uni-
tary if Λ is positive on any vector space of intertwining operator of V . We proved in
[Gui19b] theorem 7.9 that if V is completely unitary, then RepupV q is a unitary modular
tensor category. In particular, RepupV q is a rigid braided C�-tensor category.

As in section 1.7, we say that a set FV of irreducible unitary V -modules generates
ReppV q if any irreducible V -moduleWi is equivalent to a submodule of a (finite) fusion
product of irreducible V -modules in FV . By (2.4.1), this is equivalent to saying that for
any irreducible unitary V -module Wk, there is a chain of non-zero unitary irreducible
intertwining operators Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn with charge spaces in FV such that Y1 has source
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space W0 � V , Yn has target space Wk, and the source space of Ym equals the target
space of Ym�1 for any m � 2, 3, . . . , n.

Consider the following two conditions:

Condition A. We assume that V is a regular, strongly unitary, strongly energy-bounded,
and simple (equivalently, CFT-type) VOA. Assume that E is a generating set of quasi-primary
vectors in V such that V is E-strongly local. Assume that FV is a set of irreducible unitary
V -modules generating ReppV q. Assume that for each Wi P FV there exists a non-zero homo-
geneous wpiq

0 P Wi such that for any irreducible unitary intertwining operator Y with charge
space Wi, Ypwpiq

0 , zq is energy-bounded 15 and satisfies the E-strong intertwining property.

Condition B. We assume that condition A is satisfied, and that for each Wi P FV , the vector
w
piq
0 P Wi in condition A is quasi-primary.

In the remaining part of this article, we shall always assume condition A. The fol-
lowing is essentially proved in [Gui19b]. (See also [Gui21a] remark 4.21 and theorem
4.22.)

Theorem 2.4.1. Assume that condition A is satisfied. Then V is completely unitary. Conse-
quently, RepupV q is a unitary modular tensor category.

Moreover, by proposition 2.3.8 and remark 2.3.9, we have:

Theorem 2.4.2. Assume that condition A is satisfied. Then any unitary V -module Wk is
strongly integrable. Moreover, for any wpiq

0 and Y in condition A, Ypwpiq
0 , zq satisfies the strong

intertwining property.

Thus, each Wi P RepupV q is associated with an AV -module Hi. We define a �-
functor16 F : RepupV q Ñ ReppAV q sending each Wi to Hi. If G P HomV pWi,Wjq, then
FpGq : HomAV

pHi,Hjq is the closure of the densely defined continuous map G.

Theorem 2.4.3 ([CWX], [Gui19b] Thm. 4.3). F is a fully faithful �-functor. Namely, for
any unitary V -modules Wi,Wj , the linear map F : HomV pWi,Wjq Ñ HomAV

pHi,Hjq is an
isomorphism.

Let C � FpRepupV qq. Then one can define the inverse �-functor F�1 as follows.
Choose any Hi P ObjpC q. Then there exists a unitary Wi such that FpWiq � Hi. We
let F�1pHiq � Wi. This is well defined. Indeed, if Wi1 is another unitary V -module
such that FpWi1q � Hi, then Wi and Wi1 are both dense subspaces of Hi. By theorem
2.4.3, the morphism 1Hi

: FpWiq Ñ FpWi1q arises from a morphism G P HomV pWi,Wi1q.
Since 1Hi

� FpGq, and since FpGq is the closure of G, G must be 1Wi
. This proves that

Wi � Wi1 both as pre-Hilbert spaces and as unitary V -modules.

Definition 2.4.4. We define a natural structure pC ,�, ßq of (strict) braided C�-tensor
category on C such that F : RepupV q Ñ C is an equivalence of braided C�-tensor
categories. More precisely, for any Hi,Hj P ObjpC q, we define Hi �Hj � FpF�1pHiq�
F�1pHjqq, and write Hi �Hj as Hij for short. We let H0 � FpW0q be the unit object. The
structure morphisms of C are transported through F from those of RepupV q.

15It follows from proposition 2.1.1 that Y is energy-bounded.
16A functor F is called a �-functor if FpG�q � FpGq� for any morphism G.
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2.5 The weak vertex categorical local extension E w
loc

The most important results of this section are corollaries 2.5.5 and 2.5.8.
C � FpRepupV qq is a semi-simple C�-subcategory of ReppAV q. We shall show that

C is a braided C�-tensor subcategory of ReppAV q by constructing a weak categorical
local extension E w

loc � pAV ,F ,�,Hq where F � FpFV q clearly generates C .
For each unitary Wi,Wj , we write Wij � Wi �Wj . Thus, by our notations, Hij is the

associated AV -module, and H8
ij is the dense subspace of smooth vectors. By [Gui21a]

section 4.2, we have LV associates to each unitary Wi,Wk an intertwining operator LV

of type
�
ik
i k

� � �
Wi�Wk

Wi Wk

�
such that for any unitary Wl and any Y P V

�
l
i k

�
, there exists

a unique T P HomV pWi � Wk,Wlq such that Ypwpiq, zqwpkq � TLV pwpiq, zqwpkq for any
wpiq P Wi, w

pkq P Wk. Moreover, we define RV to be a type
�
ki
i k

� � �Wk�Wi

Wi Wk

�
intertwining

operator by setting

RV pwpiq, zqwpkq � ßi,kLV pwpiq, zqwpkq, (2.5.1)

We understand LV pwpiq, zq and RV pwpiq, zq (and their smeared intertwining opera-
tors) as categorical operators acting on any possible unitary Wk. We write them as
LV pwpiq, zq|Wk

and RV pwpiq, zq|Wk
if we want to emphasize that they are acting on Wk.

(Note that in [Gui21a], these two operators are written as Lipwpiq, zq and Ripwpiq, zq.)
For any v P W0 � V we have

LV pv, zq|Wk
� RV pv, zq|Wk

� Ykpv, zq. (2.5.2)

where we have identified W0k and Wk0 with Wk.
We recall some important properties of LV and RV proved in [Gui21a] chapter 4.

Proposition 2.5.1 ([Gui21a] Eq. (4.24), (4.25)). LV and RV are functorial. More precisely,
for any unitary V -modulesWi,Wi1 ,Wk,Wk1 , any F P HomV pWi,Wi1q, G P HomV pWk,Wk1q,
and any wpiq P Wi, w

pkq P Wk

pF bGqLV pwpiq, zqwpkq � LV pFwpiq, zqGwpkq, (2.5.3)

pGb F qRV pwpiq, zqwpkq � RV pFwpiq, zqGwpkq. (2.5.4)

Note that by the semisimpleness of (unitary) V -modules, if Wi is irreducible and
wpiq P Wi is homogeneous, then LV pwpiq, zq is energy-bounded (when acting on any
unitary Wk) if and only if for any irreducible unitary intertwining operator Y with
charge space Wi, Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded.

Proposition 2.5.2 ([Gui21a] Prop. 4.12). Suppose that Wi,Wj are unitary V -modules, Wi

is irreducible, wpiq P Wi is a non-zero homogeneous vector, and LV pwpiq, zq|Wj
is energy-

bounded and satisfies the strong intertwining property. Then for each rI P rJ , vectors of the
form LV pwpiq, rfqwpjq (where rf P C8

c prIq and wpjq P Wj) span a dense subspace of H8
ij .

Note that by proposition 2.2.2, the dense subspace in the above proposition is also
QRI. The following weak locality of smeared LV and RV proved in [Gui21a] theorem
4.8 is a generalization of theorem 2.3.1.
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Theorem 2.5.3 (Weak braiding). Choose unitary V -modules Wi,Wj,Wk, homogeneous
wpiq P Wi, w

pjq P Wj , and disjoint rI, rJ P rJ with rJ is clockwise to rI . Assume that
LV pwpiq, zq|Wk

,LV pwpiq, zq|Wkj
,RV pwpjq, zq|Wk

,RV pwpjq, zq|Wik
are energy-bounded. Then

for any rf P C8
c prIq and rg P C8

c p rJq, the following diagram commutes adjointly.

H8
k

RV pwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8
kj

LV pwpiq, rfq
��� ���LV pwpiq, rfq

H8
ik

RV pwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8
ikj

(2.5.5)

We now construct the weak vertex categorical local extension. Note that F :�
FpFV q generates the C�-tensor category C � FpRepupV qq. Recall that Hi � FpWiq.
Theorem 2.5.4. Suppose that condition A is satisfied. Then there exists a natural categorical
local extension E w

loc � pAV ,F ,�,Hq of AV obtained by smeared vertex operators and smeared
intertwining operators. Moreover, if condition B is satisfied, then E w

loc is Möbius covariant.

Proof. For each Wi P FV , wpiq
0 always denotes the non-zero and homogeneou vector

mentioned condition A. Then by theorem 2.4.2, for any irreducible unitary interter-
twining operator Y with charge space Wi P FV , Ypwpiq

0 , zq is energy-bounded and sat-
isfies the strong intertwining property.

Choose any Hi P F (equivalently, choose any Wi P FV ). For each rI P rJ , we define

HiprIqn �C8
c prIq � C8

c pIq�n � E�n

�C8
c prIq � C8

c pIq � C8
c pIq � � � � � C8

c pIqlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
n

�E � E � � � � � Elooooooooomooooooooon
n

(2.5.6)

for each n � 0, 1, 2, . . . , and define

HiprIq �º
nPN

HiprIqn. (2.5.7)

The inclusion HiprIq � Hip rJq (when rI � rJ) is defined in an obvious way. For each

a � p rf ; f1, f2, . . . , fn;u1, u2, . . . , unq P C8
c prIq � C8

c pIq�n � E�n,

define smooth operators Lpa, rIq and Rpa, rIq which, for each Wk P ObjpRepupV qq, map
from H8

k to H8
ik and H8

ik respectively as

Lpa, rIq|H8
k
� LV pwpiq

0 ,
rfqYkpu1, f1q � � �Ykpun, fnq, (2.5.8)

Rpa, rIq|H8
k
� RV pwpiq

0 ,
rfqYkpu1, f1q � � �Ykpun, fnq. (2.5.9)

Then, by the definition of RV , one clearly has Rpa, rIq|H8
k
� ßi,kLpa, rIq|H8

k
.

We now check that the axioms of weak categorical local extensions are satisfied.
Isotony is obvious. Functoriality follows from proposition 2.5.1. Braiding is proved.
Since ßi,0 � ßi, one has the neutrality. Density of fusion products follows from propo-
sition 2.5.2. The Reeh-Schlieder property follows from the fact that E generates V ,
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and that vectors of the form Y pu1, f1q � � �Y pun, fnqΩ (where u1, . . . , un P E, f1, . . . , fn P
C8

c pIq) span a dense and clearly QRI subspace of H8
0 . (The density of this subspace fol-

lows from a standard argument using Schwarz reflection principle; see the first para-
graph of the proof of [CKLW18] theorem 8.1.) Since each factor on the right hand sides
of (2.5.8) and (2.5.9) satisfies the strong intertwining property (recall lemma 2.3.5), the
axiom of intertwining property for E w

loc can be proved using lemma 1.A.7. The weak
locality follows from theorem 2.5.3. The rotation or Möbius covariance follows from
proposition 2.2.2.

Combine the above theorem with theorems 1.7.4 and 1.5.1 and corollary 1.5.2, we
obtain the following corollaries.

Corollary 2.5.5 (Equivalence of tensor categories). If condition A is satisfied, then
RepupV q is equivalent to a braided C�-tensor subcategory of ReppAV q under the �-functor
F.

Proposition 2.5.6. If condition A is satisfied, then for any Wi,Wj P FV , Wk P
ObjpRepupV qq, rJ clockwise to rI , and rf P C8

c prIq, rg P C8
c p rJq, the diagram (2.5.5) of preclosed

operators commutes strongly if we set wpiq � w
piq
0 , w

pjq � w
pjq
0 .

From the construction of E w
loc, it is clear that we have:

Proposition 2.5.7. Suppose that condition A is satisfied. Choose any Wi P ObjpRepupV qq
and any wpiq P Wi such that Ypwpiq, zq is energy-bounded for any irreducible unitary inter-
twining operator Y with charge space Wi. Let rI P rJ , f P C8

c prIq, set x � pwpiq, rfq, and
set

Apx, rIq � LV pwpiq, rfq, Bpx, rIq � RV pwpiq, rfq. (2.5.10)

Then pA, x, rI,Hiq and pB, x, rI,Hiq are respectively weak left and right operators of E w
loc.

By proposition 2.5.7 and corollary 1.7.7, we have:

Corollary 2.5.8 (Strong braiding). Suppose that condition B is satisfied. Assume that
Wi,Wj P ObjpRepupV qq satisfy the condition that any unitary intertwining operator with
charge space Wi or Wj is energy-bounded. Then, for any Wk P ObjpRepupV qq, rJ clockwise
to rI , rf P C8

c prIq, rg P C8
c p rJq, and homogeneous wpiq P Wi, w

pjq P Wj , the diagram (2.5.5) of
preclosed operators commutes strongly.

Note that the assumption on Wi,Wj hold if we choose Wi,Wj P FV .

Remark 2.5.9. In the above corollary, if we take Wj to be W0, then we see that LV

satisfies the strong intertwining property. Since any unitary intertwining operator Y
with charge spaceWi can be expressed as YLV where Y is a morphism which is clearly
smooth and rotation invariant, by lemma 1.A.7, Y satisfies the strong intertwining
property.

By corollary 2.5.8 and the above remark, we immediately have:
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Proposition 2.5.10. Assume that condition B is satisfied. Then a unitary intertwining op-
erator is energy-bounded and satisfies the strong intertwining property if its charge space is a
(finite) direct sum of unitary V -modules in FV .

Recall that we say that V is completely energy-bounded if any unitary irreducible
intertwining operator of V is energy-bounded. If V is completely unitary and com-
pletely energy-bounded, we say that the unitary intertwining operators of V satisfy
strong braiding, if for any Wi,Wj,Wk P ObjpRepupV qq, wpiq P Wi, w

pjq P Wj being
homogeneous, rJ clockwise to rI , and rf P C8

c prIq, rg P C8
c p rJq, the diagram (2.5.5) of

preclosed operators commutes strongly. The following corollary follows immediately
from corollary 2.5.8.

Corollary 2.5.11. Assume that V satisfies condition B and is completely energy-bounded, then
the unitary intertwining operators of V satisfy strong braiding and (in particular) the strong
intertwining property.

2.6 Proving conditions A and B

In this section, we give two useful methods of proving conditions A and B. The
first one concerns sub-VOAs and coset VOAs, the second one is about tensor product
VOAs.

Compression principle

The goal of this subsection is to show that compressing intertwining operators pre-
serves the polynomial energy bounds and the strong intertwining property. Let U be a
unitary simple VOA with vertex operator Y U , and let V a unitary sub-VOA of U with
vertex operator Y . This means that V is a graded subspace of U , that U and V share
the same vacuum vector Ω, that Y Upv1, zqv2 � Y pv1, zqv2 for all v1, v2 P V , and that
there is ν P V such that V (with the inner product x�|�y inherited from U ) is a unitary
VOA with conformal vector ν. Let V c be the set of all u P U satisfying Y pvqnu � 0 for
any n P N. Then by [CKLW18] proposition 5.31, V c is a unitary VOA (the coset VOA)
with conformal vector ν 1 such that ν� ν 1 is the conformal vector of U . Moreover, let Y 1

be the vertex operator of V c. Then the linear map

V b V c Ñ U, v b v1 ÞÑ Y pvq�1Y pv1q�1Ω

is an isometry and a homomorphism of V b V c-modules. Thus one can regard V b V c

as a (conformal) sub-VOA of U with the same conformal vector ν�ν 1 � νbΩ�Ωbν 1.
Note that we have the identification v � v b Ω, v1 � Ω b v1 (where v P V, v1 P V c). We
let Ln � Y pνqn�1, L

1
n � Y pν 1qn�1. Note also that V and V c are clearly CFT-type. Thus

they are simple.
Let pWI, YIq be a unitary U -module. Then WI restricts to a weak V -module. We say

that pWi, Yiq is a graded irreducible V -submodule of WI if Wi is a LU
0 -graded subspace

of WI (equivalently, Wi is LU
0 -invariant subspace), Yipv, zqwpiq � YIpv, zqwpiq for each

v P V,wpiq P Wi, and pWi, Yiq is an irreducible (ordinary) V -module.
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Proposition 2.6.1. If Wi is a graded irreducible V -submodule of WI, then there exists λ P R
such that LU

0 |Wi
� L0|Wi

� λ1Wi
.

Proof. Since the action of LU
0 on V bV c equals L0b1�1bL10, it is clear that L0|V � LU

0 |V .
Therefore, when acting on Wi, we have for each v P V that

rLU
0 , Yipv, zqs � rLU

0 , YIpv, zqs � YIpLU
0 v, zq � zBzYIpv, zq

�YipL0v, zq � zBzYipv, zq � rL0, Yipv, zqs,

which shows that A :� LU
0 |Wi

� L0|Wi
commutes with the action of V on Wi. Since Wi

is irreducible, A must be a constant.

Recall that HI is the Hilbert space completion of WI, and H8
I is the subspace of

smooth vectors (defined by LU
0 ). By proposition 2.6.1, H8

i can be defined unambigu-
ously using either L0 or LU

0 . One can thus regard H8
i as a subspace of Hi and also

of H8
I . If pi is the projection of HI onto Hi, then, as each eitL

U
0 leaves Hi invariant,

eitL
U
0 commutes (adjointly) with pi, which shows that LU

0 commutes strongly with pi.
Thus pi is smooth. In the following, we shall always consider pi as a densely defined
continuous operator with domain H8

I .
Let WJ,WK be unitary U -modules, and let Wj and Wk be respectively graded irre-

ducible V -submodules of WJ,WK. Let V
�

k
i j

�
and VU

� K
I J

�
be the vector spaces of type�

k
i j

�
intertwining operators of V and type

� K
I J

�
intertwining operators of U respec-

tively. Define projections pj and pk in a similar way. If Y P V
�

k
i j

�
and YU P VU

� K
I J

�
,

we say that Y is a compression of YU if there exists λ P R such that for any
wpiq P Wi, w

pjq P Wj, s P R,

Ypwpiqqswpjq � pkYUpwpiqqs�λw
pjq. (2.6.1)

By proposition 2.6.1, it is clear that Ypwpiq, zq is (L0-) energy-bounded if YUpwpiq, zq is
(LU

0 -) energy-bounded. Thus we have:

Proposition 2.6.2. Let Y be a compression of YU . If YU is energy-bounded, then so is Y .

It is clear that Yi is a compression of Y U
I (the vertex operator of the U -module WI).

Thus, as a special case of the above proposition, we see that Wi is energy-bounded if WI
is so.

We now show that the strong intertwining property is preserved by compressing
intertwining operators. Let rf � pf, argIq P C8

c prIq. By (2.6.1), we have the following
natural identification

Ypwpiq, rfq � pkYUpwpiq, rfλqpj (2.6.2)

where rfλ � pfλ, argIq and fλpeitq � eiλtfpeitq.
Proposition 2.6.3. Let Y P V

�
k
i j

�
be a compression of YU P VU

� K
I J

�
, and choose a homoge-

neous wpiq P Wi. Assume WI,WJ,WK are energy-bounded, and that YUpwpiq, zq is energy-
bounded and satisfies the strong intertwining property. Then the same is true for Y .
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Proof. Choose any rI P rJ and rf P C8
c prIq. Choose J disjoint from I , and choose g P

C8
c pJq. Assume that (2.6.1) is satisfied. Choose any homogeneous vector v P V . Let

Y U
J , Y

U
K be the vertex operators of WJ,WK respectively. Then the diagram

H8
J

Y U
J pv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8

J

YU pwpiq, rfλq
��� ���YU pwpiq, rfλq

H8
K

Y U
K pv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8

K

(2.6.3)

commutes strongly. Set H � HJ `HJ `HK `HK with smooth subspace H8 � H8
J `

H8
J `H8

K `H8
K . Let R (resp. S) be the extension of YUpwpiq, rfλq and YUpwpiq, rfλq (resp.

Y U
J pv, gq and Y U

K pv, gq). (See definition 1.2.6 for details.) Then the smooth preclosed
operators R and S commute strongly. Define a projection P on H (with domain H8)
to be diagppj, pjq on the subspace H8

J ` H8
J , and diagppk, pkq on the subspace H8

K `
H8

K . Then P commutes strongly with LU
0 and with S. Thus, by lemma 1.A.7, PRP

commutes strongly with S. Obviously, PRP commutes strongly with P . Thus, by
lemma 1.A.7 again, PRP commutes strongly with SP . This is equivalent to the strong
commutativity of diagram (2.3.1).

Coset VOAs

Assume that V � U is as above. Assume also that U, V, V c are all regular. The goal
of this subsection is to show that the coset VOA V c satisfies condition B if U and V do.
We first need a preliminary result.

Lemma 2.6.4. Let WI,WJ,WK be irreducible unitary U -modules satisfying dimVU
� K
I J

� ¡ 0.
Let Wk be a graded irreducible V -submodule of WK. Then WI and WJ have graded irreducible
V -submodules Wi,Wj respectively satisfying dimV

�
k
i j

� ¡ 0.

Proof. Choose any nonzero YU P VU
� K
I J

�
. Then, by the irreducibility of WK, the restric-

tion of YU toWI,WJ,Wk is non-zero. Since V bV c is a regular conformal sub-VOA of U ,
WI,WJ are finite sums of (graded) irreducible V b V c-modules which are tensor prod-
ucts of irreducible V -modules and V c-modules. So WI,WJ are direct sums of graded
irreducible V -submodules. Thus, there must exist graded irreducible V -submodules
Wi,Wj such that the restriction rY of YU to Wi,Wj,Wk is non-zero. rY satisfies Jacobi
identity, and by proposition 2.6.1, we can find λ P R such that Y � zλ rY also satisfies
zBzYpwpiq, zq � rL0,Ypwpiq, zqs � YpL0w

piq, zq for any wpiq P Wi, which is equivalent to
the L�1-derivative property. So Y is a non-zero element of V

�
k
i j

�
.

Theorem 2.6.5. Assume that U satisfies condition B, and V is unitary sub-VOA of U . As-
sume that both V and its commutant V c are regular, and that V cc � V . Then V and V c satisfy
condition B.

Note that the condition V cc � V is equivalent to that V is a coset of another unitary
sub-VOA, i.e. there is a unitary sub-VOA rV � U such that V � rV c.
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Proof. By [KM15] theorem 2, any irreducible V -module is a graded irreducible V -
submodule of an irreducible U -module which is unitarizable and energy-bounded. So
V is strongly unitary and strongly energy-bounded. Since U is strongly-local, so is V .
Let FU be the set of irreducible unitary U -modules generating ReppUq as in condition
A. Then, by proposition 2.5.10, any unitary intertwining operator of U whose charge
space is in FU is energy-bounded and satisfies the strong intertwining property. Let
FV be the set of all graded irreducible (unitary) V -submodules of the U -modules in
FU . Then FV generates ReppV q by lemma 2.6.4. Let Y be an irreducible unitary inter-
twining operator of V whose charge space is in FV . Then, by [Gui20a] theorem 4.2,
Y is a sum of compressions of irreducible unitary intertwining operators of U whose
charge spaces are in FU . By propositions 2.6.2 and 2.6.3, each compression satisfies
polynomial energy bounds and the strong intertwining property. By lemma 1.A.7, the
same is true for Y . This proves that V satisfies condition B. Since V c and V satisfy
similar assumptions, V c also satisfies condition B.

The following is the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.6.6 (Condition B for coset VOAs). Assume that U satisfies condition B, and V
is unitary sub-VOA of U . Assume that both V and its commutant V c are regular, and that V
is completely unitary (which holds when V satisfies condition B), then V c satisfies condition
B.

Proof. Note that V c � V ccc. To apply theorem 2.6.5, it remains to check that V cc is
regular. Note that V cc is a unitary conformal extension of V . Since V is completely
unitary, RepupV q is a unitary modular tensor category. So dimReppV qpV ccq ¡ 0. Thus, by
the proof of [McR19] theorem 4.14, V cc is rational and C2-cofinite, i.e. regular.

Corollary 2.6.7. Assume that U and V satisfy the assumptions in theorem 2.6.6, and that
U is completely energy-bounded. Then V c is completely energy-bounded, and the unitary
intertwining operators of V c satisfy strong braiding and (in particular) the strong intertwining
property.

Proof. From theorem 2.6.6 we know that V c satisfies condition B. By [Gui20a], any
irreducible intertwining operator Y of V is a sum of those that are compressions of
intertwining operators of U . Therefore, as U is completely energy-bounded, so is V c.
By corollary 2.5.11, strong braiding holds for the unitary intertwining operators V c.

Tensor product VOAs

Theorem 2.6.8. Suppose that both V, V 1 satisfy condition A or B, then so is V bV 1. Moreover,
if V and V 1 are completely energy-bounded, then so is V b V 1, and any unitary intertwining
operator of V bV 1 satisfy strong braiding and (in particular) the strong intertwining property.

Proof. Assume that V, V 1 satisfy condition A. It is clear that V bV 1 is CFT-type, unitary,
and regular [DLM97]. By [FHL93], any irreducible V b V 1-module is of the form Wi b
Wi1 where Wi P ObjpReppV qq,Wi1 P ObjpReppV 1qq are irreducible. Thus V b V 1 is
strongly unitary and strongly energy-bounded. Let E,FV be as in condition A for
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V , and let E 1,FV 1 be those generating sets of V 1. Set rE � E b Ω Y Ω b E 1. Then
E is a generating set of quasi-primary vectors. Let FVbV 1 be the set of all Wi b V 1

and V b Wi1 (where Wi P FV ,Wi1 P FV 1). Since ReppV b V 1q � ReppV q b ReppV 1q
(cf. [ADL05] theorem 2.10), FVbV 1 is a generating set of irreducible unitary V b V 1-
modules. Any irreducible unitary intertwining operator rY of V bV 1 with charge space
Wi b V 1 is of the form Y b Y 1 where Y is an irreducible unitary intertwining operator
of V , and Y 1 is the vertex operator of V 1 on suitable modules. As the homogeneous
vector wpiq

0 P Wi in condition A is chosen such that Ypwpiq
0 , zq satisfies the E-strong

intertwining property, it is clear that rYpwpiq
0 bΩ, zq, which equals Ypwpiq

0 , zqb1, satisfies
the rE-strong intertwining property. Similarly, if rY has charge space V b Wi1 , thenrYpΩ b w

pi1q
0 , zq also satisfies the rE-strong intertwining property. Thus V b V 1 satisfies

condition A, and if both V and V 1 satisfy condition B, so is V b V 1.
Now assume that V and V 1 are completely energy-bounded. By the arguments in

[CKLW18] section 6 or [Gui19a] proposition 3.5, tensor products of energy-bounded
unitary intertwining operators are energy-bounded. Thus V bV 1 is completely energy-
bounded. Therefore, by corollary 2.5.11, the unitary intertwining operators of V b V 1

satisfy strong braiding since they are energy-bounded.

2.7 Examples

In [Gui21a], we proved the equivalence of braided C�-tensor categories and the
strong braiding for the following examples: c   1 unitary Virasoro VOAs, Heisenberg
VOAs17, even lattice VOAs (except showing the essential surjectivity), and unitary
affine VOAs of type A,C,G2. The goal of this subsection is to prove theorem I in the
introduction, which greatly expands above list. We will see that all the examples in
theorem I (including their tensor products and cosets) satisfy condition B, and some of
them are completely energy-bounded. We first give criteria on the complete rationality
of AV and the essential surjectivity of F.

Complete rationality and numbers of irreducibles

Recall that if U is a unitary VOA, a conformal unitary sub-VOA V has the same
conformal vector as that of U . We let AU ,AV be the conformal nets of U, V respectively.

Theorem 2.7.1 (Compare [Ten19c] Cor.4.24). Let U be a unitary VOA and V a unitary
conformal sub-VOA of U . Suppose that U (and hence V ) is strongly local, and V satisfies
condition A. Then AU is completely rational if and only if AV is.

Proof. By corollary 2.5.5, RepupV q is a braided C�-tensor subcategory of ReppAV q. Let
HU be the vacuum AU -module, which can also be regarded as an AV -module. By the
rigidity of RepupV q, U is a dualizable V -module. Thus HU is a dualizable AV -module,
which is equivalent to that rAU : AV s   �8. The claim of our theorem now follows
from [Lon03] theorem 24.

17If V is a Heisenberg VOA then V is not regular. Nevertheless, if we take RepupV q to be the category
of semisimple unitary V -modules, then the results in the last section still hold for V .
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Recall that RepfpAq for a conformal net A is the braided C�-tensor category of du-
alizable representations of A.

Theorem 2.7.2. Let U be a unitary VOA and V a unitary conformal sub-VOA of U . Suppose
that U (and hence V ) is strongly local, both U and V satisfy condition A, and one of AU and
AV is completely rational. Then RepupV q and RepfpAV q have the same number of irreducibles
if and only if RepupUq and RepfpAUq do.

Proof. Note that both RepupV q and RepupUq are unitary modular tensor categories by
[Hua08b] and theorem 2.4.1. So are RepfpAV q,RepfpAUq by [KLM01] and the complete
rationality of AV and AU . Write CV � RepupV q,DV � RepfpAV q, CU � RepupUq,DU �
RepfpAUq. Then by corollary 2.5.5, CV and CU are full braided C�-tensor subcategories
of DV ,DU respectively. Recall that for a unitary modular tensor category C one can
define its global dimension DpCq ¡ 0 whose square is the square sum of the (positive)
quantum dimensions of all irreducibles of C. It then follows that DpCV q ¤ DpDV q, and
that DpCV q � DpDV q if and only if CV and DV have the same number of irreducibles.
The same can be said about CU and DU . We shall prove that DpCV q � DpDV q if and
only of DpCUq � DpDUq.

By [KLM01], DpDV q2 and DpDUq2 are respectively the µ-indexes of AV and AU . By
[Lon03] Lemma 22, we have

DpDV q{DpDUq � rAU : AV s

where the right hand side is the index of the subnet AV � AU . Let HU be the vac-
uum AU -module, which can also be regarded as an AV -module. Then dimDV

pHUq, the
quantum dimension of HU in DV , equals rAU : AV s. Clearly we have dimDV

pHUq �
dimCV pUq. Thus

DpDV q{DpDUq � dimCV pUq.

By [HKL15], V � U is described by a commutative algebra A in CV . If we let
Rep0pAq be the ribbon category of local A modules (cf. [KO02]), then Rep0pAq � CU by
[CKR17]. Thus, DpRep0pAqq � DpCUq. Moreover, if we also regard U as an A-module,
then dimCV pUq � dimRep0pAqpUq. By [KO02] theorem 4.5,

DpCV q{DpRep0pAqq � dimRep0pAqpUq,

which implies

DpCV q{DpCUq � dimCV pUq.

Thus DpDV q{DpDUq � DpCV q{DpCUq, which finishes the proof.

Next, we prove theorem I for the four classes of VOAs mentioned in that theorem.
For some examples, the strong braiding of all intertwining operators is also discussed.
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WZW models and related coset VOAs

Let g be a finite dimensional (unitary) complex simple Lie algebra with dual Cox-
eter number h_. Let l P Z�, and set l1 � l�h_

l�h_�1
�h_. Denote by Llpgq the level l unitary

affine VOA and Wl1pgq the discrete series W -algebra (see [ACL19] for the definition),
both of which are simple. Llpgq is naturally a unitary VOA, and any Llpgq-module
is unitarizable, i.e., Llpgq is strongly unitary. (Cf. [Kac90, DL14, CKLW18, Gui19c].)
Moreover, Llpgq and Wl1pgq are regular [DLM97, Ara15a, Ara15b].

Theorem 2.7.3. Let V be either Llpgq of any type, or Wl1pgq of type ADE. Then V satisfies
condition B and (a) (b) (c) of theorem I.

Theorem 2.7.4 (Strong braiding). If g is of type ADE, then Llpgq and Wl1pgq are completely
energy-bounded, and the unitary intertwining operators of Llpgq and Wl1pgq satisfy strong
braiding and (in particular) the strong intertwining property.

We prove these two theorems simultaneously.

Proof. We first discuss affine VOAs. Let V � Llpgq and E � V p1q. Then E generates
V , and any vector in E is quasi-primary. Moreover, the argument in [BS90] shows that
for any u P E and Wi P ObjpRepupV qq, Yipu, zq satisfies linear energy bounds. Thus, by
the proof of [CKLW18] proposition 6.1, V is strongly energy-bounded.

Suppose that g is not of typeE. By the results in [Was98, TL04, Gui19c, Gui20b], one
can find FV such that V satisfies condition B, except possibly that Ypwpiq

0 , zq satisfies
the E-strong intertwining property. (For type ABCDG, these results are summarized
in [Gui19c] theorems 3.1, 3.3, 4.2, 4.4, 5.7.) However, since Ykpu, zq is linearly energy-
bounded for each unitary Wk and u P E, by [Gui19a] proposition 3.16 which uses a
result in [TL99], Ypwpiq

0 , zq satisfies the E-strong intertwining property. Thus condition
B is satisfied. By theorem 2.4.1 and corollaries 2.5.5 and 2.5.8, we have (a) and (b) ex-
cept the essential surjectivity of F. That F is essentially surjective follows from [Hen19]
section 3.2. Moreover, [Hen19] shows that any irreducible representation of AV arises
from a unitary V -module which is dualizable. Thus ReppAV q has only finitely many
irreducibles, and all of them are dualizable. Therefore, by [LX04] theorem 4.9 and the
split property of conformal nets (see [MTW18]), AV is completely rational. This proves
the first theorem for Llpgq not of type E.

Now suppose that g is of type ADE. We prove the two theorems for Llpgq
and Wl1pgq by induction on l. As argued in the former paragraph, the essen-
tial surjectivity and the complete rationality of Llpgq will follow from (a), (b), and
[LX04, Hen19, MTW18]. The proof of these two results for Wl1pgq is left to the next
paragraph. Here, we prove (a), (b) (except the essential surjectivity of F), and the sec-
ond theorem. When l � 1, by Frenkel-Kac construction [FK80], V is an even lattice
VOA. So everything follows from the results in [Gui21a] section 5.3. Suppose level l
has been proved. We now consider the case l � 1. Let V � Ll�1pgq, U � Llpgq b L1pgq,
and let V � U be the diagonal embedding. Then by [ACL19], V c �Wl1pgq and V cc � V .
By [Ara15a, Ara15b], Wl1pgq is regular. By induction and theorem 2.6.8, any unitary in-
tertwining operator of U is energy-bounded and satisfies the strong intertwining prop-
erty. Thus V c and V � V cc satisfy the assumptions and therefore the consequences of
theorem 2.6.5. This proves the case of level l � 1 by corollaries 2.5.5, 2.6.7.
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By theorem 2.6.8, V b V c satisfies condition B. Since AU has been proved com-
pletely rational, so is AVbV c � AV b AV c by theorem 2.7.1. Therefore AV c is com-
pletely rational ([Lon03] lemma 25). This proves (c) for Wl1pgq. By theorem 2.7.2,
RepupV b V cq � RepupV qb RepupV cq and RepfpAVbV cq � RepfpAV qb RepfpAV cq have
the same number of irreducibles. So the same is true for RepupV cq and RepfpAV cq.
Therefore F : RepupV cq Ñ RepfpAV cq must be essentially surjective.

Remark 2.7.5. We give a historical remark on theorem 2.7.3. In the celebrated pa-
per [Was98], Wassermann proved for type A affine VOAs the strong integrability of
modules and hence the existence of the fully faithful �-functor F (preserving the linear
structures). More importantly, he proved the breakthrough result that F induces an
injective homomorphism of Grothendieck rings F : GrpRepupV qq Ñ GrpRepfpAV qq. In
other words, for type A WZW models, the conformal net fusion rules agree with the
VOA fusion rules. Some key ideas about complete unitarity also appear in that paper.

Wassermann’s results were later generalized by Toledano-Laredo to type D affine
VOAs [TL04], and by Loke to unitary Virasoro VOAs (equivalent to Wl1psl2q) [Loke04].
On the other hand, Xu showed in [Xu00a] that when V is a type A affine VOA, AV is
completely rational. Xu’s calculation of the principle graphs of multi-interval subfac-
tors also shows that F is essentially surjective. For a general type A discrete series W -
algebra V � Wl1pslnq, Xu calculated in [Xu00b] the Grothendieck ring GrpRepfpAV qq
which is equivalent to GrpRepupV qq. The complete rationality of AV was shown in
[Xu01, Lon03]. The strong integrability of all V -modules (which implies that the equiv-
alence GrpRepupV qq � GrpRepfpAV qq is realized by F) was proved in [CWX].

A systematic study of complete unitarity was initiated by the author in [Gui19a,
Gui19b]. In these two papers, we gave general criteria which, together with the anal-
ysis of energy bounds in [Was98, TL04, Gui19c], enable us to prove the complete uni-
tarity of all (unitary) affine VOAs except type EF . The remaining two types, along
with discrete series W -algebras of type AE, were proved completely unitary by Tener
in [Ten19c] under the framework of bounded localized vertex/intertwining opera-
tors (which is very different from our approach). The complete unitarity of type D
W -algebras follows from our theorem 2.7.3. In an upcoming paper [CCP], Carpi-
Ciamprone-Pinzari will give a categorical proof of the complete unitarity of affine
VOAs.

In [Gui21a], we proved for type ACG affine VOAs that F preserves the braided
C�-tensor structures. Henriques’ result on the irreducibles of loop group conformal
nets [Hen19] implies that F is essentially surjective. Thus, for affine VOAs of those
types, the equivalence of unitary modular tensor categories RepupV q � RepfpAV q was
proved. The complete rationality of those types is a consequence of the equivalence of
tensor categories and [LX04, MTW18] (as in the proof of theorem 2.7.3). In the case of
affine type A, the equivalence also follows from [CCP]. A complete and uniform proof
of the complete rationality of all WZW models first appeared in [Ten19c]. The meth-
ods in that paper also imply the complete rationality of the conformal nets associated
to parafermion VOAs (mentioned below) and type ADE discrete series W -algebras.
Theorem 2.7.3 gives the first complete proof of the equivalence RepupV q � RepfpAV q
for affine VOAs of all types, discrete series W -algebras of type ADE, and more.

Let Llpgq be any unitary affine VOA. Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of g. Then
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the (unitary) Heisenberg VOA Lphq is a unitary sub-VOA of Llpgq. The commutant of
Lphq in Llpgq, which we denote by Klpgq, is called a parafermion VOA. Klpgq is regular
[DW11a, ALY14, DR17], and is also the commutant in Llpgq of V?lΛg

where Λg is the
even lattice generated by the long roots of g [DW11b]. We have seen that Llpgq satisfies
condition B. By [Gui21a], V?lΛg

also satisfies condition B. So does Klpgq by theorem
2.6.6. So (a) (b) (c) of theorem I hold for Klpgq. In particular, the argument in the
last paragraph of the proof of theorem 2.7.3 (and theorem 2.7.4) proves the complete
rationality and the essential surjectivity for Klpgq. In the cases that g is of type ADE,
the complete energy bounds and the strong braiding hold by corollary 2.6.7. This
proves the following theorem.

Theorem 2.7.6. Klpgq satisfies condition B and (a) (b) (c) of theorem I. Moreover, if g is of
type ADE, then Klpgq is completely energy-bounded, and the unitary intertwining operators
of VΛ satisfy strong braiding and (in particular) the strong intertwining property.

Lattice VOAs

Let Λ � Rn be a rank n even lattice. This means that Λ � Zn as abelian groups,
and that ∥α∥2:� pα|αq is an even number for any α P Λ, where p�|�q is the inner product
inherited from that of Rn. Then the lattice VOA VΛ is simple, unitary [DL14], regular
[DLM97], and satisfy condition B [Gui21a]. Moreover, it was shown in [Gui21a] that VΛ
is completely energy-bounded, and the unitary intertwining operators satisfy strong
braiding. Thus, it remains to prove the complete rationality of AVΛ

and the essential
surjectivity of F.

Lemma 2.7.7. Let n P rankpΛq. Then for any even sublattice L � Λ of rank k   n, there is a
rank n� k sublattice L1 � Λ orthogonal to L.

Proof. Let e1, . . . , en be a basis of Λ, and f1, . . . , fk a basis of L. Then each pei|fjq is an
integer. Consider all pk1, . . . , knq P Qn satisfying

°n
i�1 kipei|fjq � 0 for any j. By linear

algebra, the (Q-linear) solution space of this system of linear equations for pk1, . . . , knq
is spanned by at least n�k linearly independent vectors. Thus it contains n�k linearly
independent vectors with integral components. Let L1 be the sublattice generated by
the vectors of the form

°n
i�1 kiei where pk1, . . . , knq P Zn is one of those n � k vectors.

Then L1 has rank n� k and is orthogonal to L.

We say that a rank n even lattice is orthogonal if it is generated by n mutually
orthogonal vectors.

Proposition 2.7.8. Let n � rankpΛq. Then Λ has a rank n orthogonal sublattice.

Proof. By the above lemma, each non-zero vector in Λ is orthogonal to a rank n � 1
sublattice. Thus the proposition follows easily by induction on n.

Theorem 2.7.9. Let Λ be any even lattice. Then VΛ satisfies condition B and (a) (b) (c) of
theorem I. Moreover, VΛ is completely energy-bounded, and the unitary intertwining operators
of VΛ satisfy strong braiding and (in particular) the strong intertwining property.
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Proof. Let V � VΛ. We shall only show that AV is completely rational and F :
RepupV q Ñ RepfpAV q is essentially surjective, as the other results are already known.
Let n � rankpΛq. If n � 1, as explained in [CKLW18] example 8.8, the classification
results in [BMT88] show that AV is isomorphic to the corresponding lattice confor-
mal net BΛ constructed in [DX06]. Moreover, [DX06] classified all the irreducibles and
proved the complete rationality of any such net. Thus, it is easy to see that F is es-
sentially surjective by comparing the numbers of irreducibles of both categories. This
proves the rank 1 case. A different proof is given in lemma 2.7.10.

Now we treat the general case. By the above proposition, Λ has an orthogonal
sublattice rΛ. Thus V

rΛ is a conformal unitary subalgebra of V � VΛ. (That this subalge-
bra is conformal follows from the fact that the central charge of a lattice VOA equals
the rank of the lattice.) Since rΛ is orthogonal, it is equivalent to L1 � L2 � � � � � Ln

where L1, L2, . . . , Ln are rank 1 even lattices. Since the complete rationality and
the essential surjectivity hold for VL1 , VL2 , . . . , VLn , they hold for their tensor product
VL1 b VL2 b � � � b VLn which is equivalent to V

rΛ. Thus, by theorems 2.7.1 and 2.7.2, they
also hold for V .

Lemma 2.7.10. Theorem 2.7.9 holds when rankpΛq � 1.

Proof. We have Λ � ?
2k � Z for some k P Z�. We prove the lemma by induction on k.

If k � 1, then, by Frenkel-Kac construction [FK80], VΛ � V 1
sl2

. Thus the lemma follows
from theorem 2.7.3. Now assume that the lemma has been proved for

?
2k � Z. We

shall prove this for Λ � ?
2k � 2 � Z. Let Γ � ?

2k � Z �?
2 � Z. Then one can regard Λ

as a sublattice of Γ generated by the vector p?2k,
?
2q. By lemma 2.7.7, Γ has a rank 1

sublattice L orthogonal to Λ. Thus VΛbVL, which is equivalent to VΛ�L, is a conformal
unitary sub-VOA of VΓ. Since VΓ � V?2k�Z b V?2�Z, the complete rationality and the
essential surjectivity hold for VΓ. Thus they also hold for VΛ b VL and hence for VΛ by
theorems 2.7.1 and 2.7.2.

The method of proving theorem 2.7.9 allows us to prove the following result con-
jectured in [CKLW18] section 8.

Theorem 2.7.11. For any even lattice Λ, the conformal net AVΛ
constructed via smeared vertex

operators of VΛ is isomorphic to the Dong-Xu lattice conformal net BΛ constructed in [DX06].

Proof. Write AVΛ
as AΛ for simplicity. By [BMT88], when rankpΛq � 1 we have an

isomorphism AΛ � BΛ. Thus this is also true when Λ is a product of rank 1 even
lattices, i.e., Λ is orthogonal. In general, by proposition 2.7.8, Λ has an orthogonal sub-
lattice L with the same rank. Let us identify AL with BL. Then both AΛ and BΛ are
finite-index irreducible extensions of AL, which are in turn determined by commuta-
tive irreducible Q-systems Q1, Q2 respectively. Q1 and Q2 are equivalent as objects in
RepfpALq. Indeed, the irreducibles in RepfpALq are simple currents, and their fusion
rules are equivalent to the abelian group L�{L where L� � tβ P RL : pβ|Lq � Zu is
the dual lattice of L (cf. [DX06]). Then Q1, Q2 as objects are both equivalent to the
subgroup Λ{L of L�{L. Thus, by [KL06] remark 4.4, Q1, Q2 are unitarily equivalent as
Q-systems. This proves AΛ � BΛ.
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We remark that the equivalence RepupVΛq � RepfpBΛqwas proved in [Bis18] section
3.3. This result, together with the above theorem, gives another proof of the equiva-
lence RepupVΛq � RepfpAVΛ

q.
By the results proved so far, the claims for U and V in theorem I hold. Similar to

the proof for Wl1pgq and Klpgq, we may use corollary 2.5.5 and theorems 2.6.6, 2.7.1,
2.7.2 to show that the commutant V c also satisfies condition B and (hence) (a) (b) (c).
The proof of theorem I is now complete.
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